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Management and Hinduism

Indian economy is today the cynosure of the whole world because of its consistent growth which is 
leading to augmentation of interest in India, and its culture. As Western world attempts to better under-
stand Indian culture, they may as well unearth that India’s ancient scriptures present insight into cul-
tural customs and values and develop lessons for the corporate world to effectively use in and outside 
India. It has been reported that many of the top business schools in the United States have introduced 
“self-mastery classes” using Indian philosophy to help students improve their leadership skills. One of 
the more popular and useful of the ancient texts is the Bhagavad Gita.

It was felt by the Indian Management thinkers that the western models needed certain modifications for 
implementation in the Indian Environment. Western model advocated the concept of knowledge work-
er whereas Indian model calls for the concept of wisdom worker. Depending completely on the western 
model might lead to success with stress and tension while in Indian model of management, success is 
accompanied with harmony and happiness, not only for leaders but for followers also. Bhagavad Gita, 
and for that matter several other ancient Indian texts, offer a unique value proposition. 

“ We can have spiritual progress; we can have material progress too in a very balanced way. We can 
have happiness, not only success. “

This could be one of the good reasons for us to look at some of these and make our own notes. There 
is a greater promise and potential for much larger perspectives in ancient Indian wisdom and much 
greater propensity to draw out of it and apply in a variety of situations . 

Globalization calls for drastic changes and it has become essential for the managers to identify and 
adopt unified management theory to accomplish excellence comprising principles, methods, tools, and 
systems suitable to their companies. Organisational fineness can be achieved by developing sensible 
and dependable people concerned with accomplishing the objectives of the organisation and inculcat-
ing values for appreciating the purpose of achieving goals. Success depends greatly on the involve-
ment of people in the organisations, willing to bring a change in tune with the global environment. 
Business practices will have to be changed and aligned with the growing needs and expectations of the 
stakeholders. The lure of using isolated techniques will not be enough for transforming the industrial 
world. To bring excellence, the integration of the Vedic studies with modern science and technological 
research is necessary .

Indian management models based on the Hindu scriptures help in creating mind enrichment in employ-
ees which is more important than job enrichment. It emphasizes the development of insight because 
it leads to development of inner resources like courage, vision and social awareness, and integrity, 
strength of character and confidence which is more important than external resources.
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EDITORS NOTE

In this issue the technical papers titles : 

“Concept of Beauty and Ayurveda Medicine” 

“Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles from the Aqueous Extract of Leaves of Ocimum Sanctum for En-
hanced Antibacterial Activity” 

“Effect of Ayurvedic Treatment in Chronic Malaria : A Case Study”

 

It brings out few of the most critical insights about the subject matter and narrates how an pro-active 
step is to be taken and in what degree the calculated steps may result in to long term profit. 

The Cover story in this issue spotlights CHINMAYA MISSION revels the energetic and enthusiastic 
management practices and floods light on various processes carried out in the  Chinmaya Mission  to 
ensure quality of human life remains highest at all levels.

Enjoy Proactive knowledge assistance!

Continue ...



EDITORS NOTE

NEWS

Success to Hindu Unity – Defamation of Pujyapad 
Asaramji Bapu foiled

Enquotism, an apparel company, had put up for 
sale T-shirts with a caricature of Asaramji bapu 
and derogatory writing. These T-shirts were be-
ing distributed on Amazon.in and askmebazaar.
com. 

(Such companies who malign Hindu Saints will 
never dare to market T-shirts about Maulvis and 
Christian fathers who have been proven guilty of 
child molestation and rape. However, they will 
stoop to any level to malign Hindu Saints like 
Asaramji bapu against whom no charge has been 
proven. This is the result of lack of Hindu unity 

and Dharmashikshan ! – Editor, HJS)

Devotees of Pujyapad Asaramji Bapu were pained to see that the beloved Saint was being maligned in 
this fashion and they immediately protested in a lawful manner by sending emails, letters and also calling 
the company. They managed to convince the company that the T shirts were very hurtful to followers of 
Asaramji bapu, and the company promptly took down the T shirts from both online stores. (Success to 
Hindu unity! Hindus should unitedly oppose such efforts to malign Hindu Saints and Hindu Dharma ! – 
Editor, HJS)

Source: Hindu Janajagruti Samit

Won’t allow townships for Kashmiri pandits : Na-
tional Conference

Does National Conference think that Kashmir is their ancestral property ? Who is Omar Abdullah to speak 
about townships for Kashmiri Hindus ? – Editor, HJS

Srinagar : Opposition National Conference on Saturday said they will not let the Jammu & Kashmir govern-
ment to set up separate colonies for Kashmiri pandits, but would strive for return of the minority community 
to their native places in the valley. The statements came even as J&K’s deputy CM Nirmal Singh said that 
the state will go ahead with the plan.

“We are against separate clusters for Kashmiri pandits. We welcome them (to Kashmir), but we will not 
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let the government create separate colonies for them,” NC general 
secretary Ali Mohammad Sagar told reporters during a protest rally 
against the new recruitment policy of the state.

On the issue of presence of Pakistani flags at a rally led by hardline 
Hurriyat chairman Syed Ali Shah Geelani at Tral in south Kashmir 
on Friday, Sagar said that “there is no big deal in it”. “There are peo-
ple who like Pakistan, there are people who want freedom and they 
do such things. There is no big deal in it,” he said.

Hurriyat Conference, however, justified its actions, its spokesman Ayaz Akbar saying that “the sentiment 
for Pakistan in Kashmir is alive. Youth generally express their love for the country by waiving Pakistani 
flags.” Earlier in the day, Pakistan’s foreign ministry spokesperson Tasneem Aslam had added fuel to the 
controversy surrounding the proposed pandit townships, saying that such a move would violate UN secu-
rity council resolutions.

Reacting to the statement, Union home minister Rajnath Singh said, “Pakistan should worry about them-
selves and not interfere in India’s internal matters.” Union finance minister Arun Jaitley also dismissed the 
remark, saying that the community, along with Muslims and Sikhs, is an integral part of the state.
The Omar Abdullah-led outfit’s general secretary Ali Mohammad Sagar said while the party had always 
welcomed Kashmiri pandits to the state, it was against separate colonies for the community.

Source: Times Of India

Bengaluru : 3 held for attempt to convert children 
to Christianity
Bengaluru – Three men were arrested on the charges of trying to convert children to Christianity at Ka-
malanagar in Basaveshwara Nagar area on Tuesday. According to the police, the arrested are Shivakumar, 
Ramesh and Govardhan, all neo-converts.

On Monday evening, they had gathered about 20 children, aged between 10 and 15, at a house belonging 
to Govind Swamy. Neighbour and complainant Ramanna noticed the children in Swamy’s house and ques-
tioned a boy coming out of the house.

The boy told him the men had asked the children to convert to Christianity. Ramanna confronted the trio 
who asked him to mind his business. Later, he informed the owner of the house, Swamy, about the inci-
dent. Swamy, who is also a converted Christian, told Ramanna that he knew the men and that he left the 
house keys with them and left for work, said the police.

On Tuesday morning, Ramanna lodged a complaint and the police arrested the trio under Section 295A 
the IPC (deliberate and malicious acts, intended to outrage reli¬gious feelings of any class by insulting its 
religion or reli¬gious beliefs).

Source : DeccanHerald
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Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spirituality Augmen-
tation Drive (PRASAD) by Modi Govt
12 Hindu root pilgrim centers to get a new makeover

HENB  | New Delhi | May 11, 2015::  Twelve ancient cities with pilgrimage connections have been identi-
fied by the Union Ministry of Tourism for development under the Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spirituality 
Augmentation Drive (PRASAD), according to a source availed here on Monday.

The cities are Amaravati (Andhra Pradesh), Gaya (Bihar), Dwarka (Gujarat), Amritsar (Punjab), Push-
kar-Ajmer (Rajasthan), Kanchipuram (Tamil Nadu), Vellankani (Tamil Nadu), Puri (Odisha), Varanasi (Uttar 
Pradesh), Mathura (Uttar Pradesh), Kedarnath (Uttarakhand) and Kamakhya (Assam).

Mission directorate

To implement the PRASAD scheme, a mission directorate has been set up in the Ministry of Tourism. A bud-
get provision of Rs. 15.60 crore has been made for development of basic facilities at the Vishnupad temple 
at Gaya in Bihar.

Under this scheme, the first instalment of Rs. 85.78 lakh has been released.

The development of the cities will be dovetailed with the Heritage City Development and Augmentation 
Yojana (HRIDAY) scheme, aimed at revitalising the unique character of the heritage cities in India.
Cities identified for the HRIDAY scheme are Amaravati, Gaya, Dwarka, Badami (Karnataka), Puri, Amritsar, 
Pushkar-Ajmer, Kanchipuram, Vellankani, Warangal (Telangana), Varanasi, and Mathura.

NEWS
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Cultural heritage

The criterion for selection of these cities is their rich heritage and cultural history the release said.
For the HRIDAY scheme under the Ministry of Urban Development, an amount of Rs. 453.90 crore has 
been allocated.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi had a new thought in mind while offering prayers to Godess Kali Mata at 
the famed Dakshineswar temple near Kolkata in West Bengal on Sunday, May 10, 2015 during his official 
visit in West Bengal.

Modi is the first prime minister to come Dakshineswar. Besides touching the feet of the idol and seeking 
her blessings, Modi also performed ‘aarti’ for 10 minutes.

The temple is dedicated to ‘Bhavtarani’, an aspect of Goddess Kali, and was built in 1855 by Rani Rash-
moni, a philanthropist and a devotee of Kali. This temple was the world famous for its union with Ra-
makrishna Paramhans Dev.

From Dakshineswar, the prime minister went to Belur Math, the Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrish-
na Mission’s global headquarters. Ramakrishna’s chief disciple Swami Vivekananda established the Ra-
makrisnha Mission and Math and spent his last days here.

“Since his early days, Modi has kept his association with the Ramakrishna Mission and Ramakrishna 
Math. Coming here he was overawed with emotions. His visit here is an occasion of mutual joy and hap-
piness,” said a member of the mission.
 
From a source it is known that Ministry of Tourism for development under the Pilgrimage Rejuvenation 
and Spirituality Augmentation Drive (PRASAD) may sanction Rs 10 crore for the composite development 
of Dakshineswar-Belur Math pilgrimage circuit. The Urban Development Ministry is finding the scopes to 
revive the ancient atmosphere of this pilgrimage centers as well.

Source: hinduexistence.org

BJP Govt in Center set to grant Indian citizenship 
to Hindus from Bangladesh
Govt. set to grant citizenship to Hindus from Bangladesh

Jayant Sriram | The Hindu | New Delhi | May 14, 2015:: The BJP-led NDA government is set to move 
forward on the question of granting citizenship to Hindu immigrants from Bangladesh and is expected to 
submit a policy document to the Supreme Court soon.

The document, being formulated by the Home Ministry, will decide the fate of thousands of Bangladeshi 
Hindus living in 18 States.

The Centre is expected to submit the document in response to a case filed in 2012 by two NGOs, Swajan 
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and Bimalangshu Roy Foundation, which pleaded that Hindus and persons of other minorities from Ban-
gladesh migrating to India to escape religious persecution must not be bracketed with illegal migrants and 
sent back. According to the Assam Accord, all persons who crossed over from Bangladesh after 1971 are 
to be deported.

Refugee status
The petitions demanded grant of refugee status to these persons, which could later be converted to citizen-
ship. It was made clear that the focus of the case was on Assam where animosity towards refugees from 
Bangladesh is a strong political issue.

A national issue
However, in July 2013, the Supreme Court made the case into a national issue — the Bench hearing the case 
made 18 States a party to it, observing that the problem of religious minorities coming from Bangladesh to 
India was not confined to Assam alone. The UPA government was careful to go slow on the case since it 
involved the question of granting rights on the basis of religion. The files show that since 2012, the govern-
ment had not filed any official response to the petition and had not even sent a lawyer to attend the hearings.

Since the NDA came to power in May last year, it has proactively followed the case and, in the words of one 
of the lawyers involved, made emphatic assurances that it would resolve the matter.
[The report was first published in The Hindu on May 10, 2015].

Source: hinduexistence.org

Pakistani court set free 97 Hindu bonded labour-
ers
A Pak court has set free 97 Hindus, including women and children, who had been kept as bonded labourers 
at a brick kiln in Pak’s Punjab province for the last four years.

LAHORE: A Pakistani court has set free 97 Hindus, including women and children, who had been kept as 
bonded labourers at a brick kiln in Pakistan’s Punjab province for the last four years. 

Lahore High Court Justice Atir Mehmood yesterday ordered their immediate release on the petition of the 
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) and action against the contractor who detained them. 
According to the HRCP, one of the bonded labourers, Mohan Bheel, managed to escape from the kiln in 
Jhelum district to reach the HRCP office.

He told the HRCP that the Hindu family members had been employed by contractor Raja Zafar for working 
in brick kilns, construction of roads and looking after livestock.

“Some of the people died in custody. Children born during the four years were also in custody of the con-
tractor. We had been recruited on monthly salary but the contractor detained us as bonded labourers and 
never let us go outside certain areas,” Bheel said.

NEWS
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He said his wife had died because of lack of medical help and he had brought her body for burial in a 
village.

Police last Friday raided the kiln and found the detained members of the Hindu community on the com-
plaint of the HRCP.

Zafar managed to escape. Of the 97 detained persons, 38 are women and children. They belong to Mirpur-
khas district of Sindh province.

The Hindu bonded labourers had been employed for Rs 5,000 per month but they had been deprived of 
salary and health facilities, HRCP said in a statement.

Source: The Economic Times

Muslim MLA from Congress tries to 
slaughter cow in protest against the Act 
banning cow-slaughter
Police take him into custody. Is this India or Pakistan that protest is made against ban on cow-slaughter by 
trying to slaughter a cow ?

• Muslim elected representatives stage agitations paying no heed to law for their illegal demands in the 
interest of own religion !
• How many Hindu elected representatives stage agitation even for legal demands ?

Manmad. Nashik (Maharashtra) : Asif Sheikh, a local Congress MLA is against law banning cow-slaugh-
ter. He had planned to slaughter a jersey cow in protest; but police foiled his attempt. (Will police take 
stringent action against fanatics, who pay no heed to Indian laws despite living in India ? – Editor, Dainik 
Sanatan Prabhat)

1. Asif Sheikh wrote a letter to police and veterinary doctor to oppose against law banning cow-slaughter.
2. He asked, “Is it anywhere written in this Act that jersey cow should not be slaughtered ? ”
3. Veterinary doctor informed him that as per the law, jersey cow cannot be slaughtered; but Sheikh did 
not agree with the same.
4. He issued a circular protesting against this law stating that ‘jersey breed of cow was not of Indian origin; 
therefore, slaughter of this breed of cow was allowed. (It shows that a Muslim representative will always 
first work as a Muslim despite holding any high post. How many Hindu MLAs are ready to fight against 
such fanatic MLAs ? – Editor, Dainik Sanatan Prabhat) We will slaughter a cow right in the middle of the 
road on 2nd May’.
5. Shiv Sainiks showed strong opposition to this circualr; but on 2nd May, fanatics gathered in large num-
ber and started raising slogans.
6. Police tried to make Sheikh understand; but he was in mood to listen. Sheikh started arguing with police. 

NEWS
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Finally, no option was left before police but to take Sheikh into custody, for foiling the agitation.

Source : Dainik Sanatan Prabhat

Holy river Saraswati river sprouts, thousands 
gather
The Saraswati River is one of the main rivers mentioned in the Rig Veda and later in Vedic and post-Vedic 
texts. It plays an important role in Hinduism. The Nadi Stuti hymn in the Rigveda mentions the Saraswati 
river between the Yamuna in the east and the Sutlej in the west and later Vedic texts like Tandya and Jai-
miniya Brahmanas as well as the Mahabharata mention that the Sarasvati dried up in a desert. The Saras-
wati river was revered and considered important for Hindus because it is believed that it was on its banks 
in the Vedic state of Brahmavarta, that Vedic Sanskriti saw the light, and important Vedic scriptures like 
Manusmriti, the initial part of the Rigveda and several Upanishads were composed by Vedic seers.
 
Efforts to unravel the mystery behind the ancient Saraswati river, which has its references in ‘Vedic’ texts 
got a major breakthrough when a team of geologists and scientists found traces of the extinct river. The 
team last month began excavations at a place, just five kilometres away from Yamuna Nagar’s Adi Badri 
in Haryana, in order to trace the source and route of the river, which was extinct till now. After digging just 
seven to eight feet deep, a stream of water came gushing out of the Earth at a place called Mugalwali near 
Adi Badri, which was once considered to be the holy Saraswati river’s course. The discovery has raised 
hope for rejuvenating the holy Saraswati river which was once considered to be extinct. Locals had to dig 
around 85 ft deep to avail water through tubewells in the nearby areas. The Haryana government promised 
to develop the Adi Badri Heritage Board to increase the importance of the site which would also lead to the 
promotion of the site from the religious tourism point of view.

Though serious efforts had been made in the past by geologists and scientific community, both during Brit-
ish period as well as in independent India, the river remained a mystery, so much so that its mention in the 
ancient texts has invariably been termed as mythological reference.

The excavation works were carried out by the administration of Haryana government by employing dozens 
of daily wage workers under the MNREGA scheme. The Region’s Deputy Commissioner and SDM Bilas-
pur also visited the excavation site to witness the development and joined the locals who offered prayers 
to Goddess Saraswati. It is believed that the lost river originates from Adi Badri area and flows through 41 
villages in the Yamunanagar district. Excavation work has been started in eight villages for which Chief 
Minister Manohar Lal Khattar has made budgetary provisions worth Rs 50 crore.
Hindus, while taking bath used to recite the sloka,

Gange cha Yamune chaiva Godavari Saraswati 
Narmade Sindhu Kaveri jalesmin sannidhim kuru

which means, ‘In this water, I invoke the presence of holy waters from the rivers Ganga, Yamuna, Goda-
vari, Saraswati, Narmada, Sindhu and Kaveri’. Hindus consider these rivers are holy and taking bath in 
these rivers will wash out all the sins.

By Premji  
Source: Andhrawishesh

NEWS
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Tushar Gandhi booked for ‘criticizing’ Bhagat 
Singh

Jalandhar (Punjab) : It’s an ironical tale. Jalandhar po-
lice have registered a case of “hurting religious sen-
timents” against Mahtma Gandhi’s great-grandson 
Tushar Gandhi after a local BJP functionary objected 
to his remarks about iconic freedom fighter Bhagat 
Singh, who was a known atheist. Speaking in Jaipur 
recently, Tushar had reportedly said that Bhagat Singh 
was “guilty of British rule, due to which Mahatma 
Gandhi had not asked for suspension of his sentence” 
and Bapu did not approve his violent acts.

The case has been registered under section 295 A of 
IPC which pertained to “deliberate and malicious acts, 
intended to outrage religious feelings of any class by 
insulting its religion or religious beliefs”. The FIR 
against Tushar said that other nationalist organizations 
had also submitted complaints to commissioner of po-
lice and now a case was being registered.

Local BJP leader Krishan lal Sharma, who is chairman of Jan Jagriti Manch and is also state convenor 
of the party’s cultural cell, in his complaint to the police on Sunday, claimed that Tushar Gandhi termed 
Bhagat Singh a criminal (apradhi) as per a newspaper report and this had hurt his personal sentiments and 
religious sentiments of people in general.

Sharma claimed that they were organizing programmes in the memory of Bhagat Singh and this remark 
hurt the religious feelings of members of his organization too. He specifically demanded that a case be 
registered for hurting religious sentiments.

When asked that how could it be a case of hurting religious sentiments as defined by section 295 A of 
IPC especially when Bhagat Singh himself claimed to be an atheist, ACP north Amneet Kaundal said that 
they had registered the case as per the complaint received by the police which said that the remarks hurt 
“religious feelings”. “We have not gone into the religion of Bhagat Singh,” she said.

“Why I am an Atheist,” is a popular article penned by Bhagat Singh. It may be mentioned here that Tushar 
Gandhi, while speaking in Jaipur, was quoted as saying that the Mahatama did not intervene to get Bhagat 
Singh’s death sentence commuted as he was a criminal for the British rulers and Gandhi’s critical views 
about the revolutionary line of line of Bhagat Singh and his associates were well known.

Notably there have been numerous instances when Bhagat Singh’s followers in Punjab have condemned 
Gandhi in strongest words both in writings and speeches but never any complaint for “hurting religious 
sentiments” has been filed.

Source : TOI
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A second powerful earthquake in less than 
three weeks spread panic in Nepal on Tuesday, 
bringing down buildings weakened by the first 
disaster and killing at least 66 people, includ-
ing 17 in neighbouring India and one in Chi-
nese Tibet.

Most of the reported fatalities were in villages 
and towns east of Kathmandu, only just begin-
ning to pick up the pieces from the April 25 
quake that left more than 8,000 dead.

The U.S. military’s Pacific Command said a 
Marine Corps helicopter involved in disaster 
relief had gone missing, with six U.S. Marines 
and two Nepalese soldiers aboard.

The new 7.3 magnitude quake was centred 76 
km (47 miles) east of the capital in a hilly area 

close to the border with Tibet, according to coordinates provided by the U.S. Geological Survey, and un-
leashed landslides in Himalayan valleys near Mount Everest.

Villagers who watched their homes collapse said they only survived because they were already living in 
tents.

Aid workers reported serious damage to some villages in the worst-affected Charikot area and said some 
people were still trapped under rubble. Witnesses said rocks and mud came crashing down remote hillsides 
lined with roads and small hamlets.

“We still don’t have a clear view of the scale of the problem,” said Dan Sermand, emergency coordinator 
at medical NGO Medecins Sans Frontieres, which surveyed the area by air and saw multiple landslides.
The United Nations has only raised 13 percent of the $423 million it said was needed to help Nepal recov-
er from the April quake, which measured 7.8. Relief workers said they were already suffering a lack of 
material before the new quake.

“Why are (internally displaced people) sleeping on our office floor? Where are our tents? Where are our 
tarpaulins? Where are our hygiene kits?” said Brian Kelly of the International Organisation for Migration, 
at a large relief camp in the hill-top town of Chautara, hard-hit by both quakes.

“They need to be paid for,” he said.

Fresh earthquake kills scores in Hindu Rashtra 
Nepal and India

NEWS
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A team of about a dozen volunteers searched the rubble for survivors in the town, the biggest in a district 
that suffered the worst casualties in April. Several people were believed to be trapped. “It’s better to search 
at night so it’s quiet,” said Rejoien Guru, a volunteer from Kathmandu.

He and others pointed flashlights into the decimated buildings hit by the twin quakes, calling out for sur-
vivors. “If anyone is in there, make a sound!” he called in Nepali.

FAMILY WATCHES HOUSE DISAPPEAR

In the town of Sangachowk, residents were outside receiving government food aid when the new quake 
struck. A family sat on the edge of the road where their house had just fallen down the hill, rubble spread 
over hundreds of feet below.

“We watched it go down slowly, slowly,” said Ashok Parajuli, aged 30.

In Charikot, where at least 20 bodies were recovered, hotel owner Top Thapa said the quake was at least 
as strong as last month.

“We saw houses falling, collapsing along the ridge,” said Thapa, owner of Charikot Panorama Resort. He 
said he saw five or six multi-storey buildings come down.

Politicians dashed for the exit of Nepal’s parliament building in Kathmandu, and office towers swayed 
as far away as New Delhi. The tremors that began at around 12.30 could be felt in Bangladesh and were 
followed by a series of powerful aftershocks.

Parents clutched children tightly, and hundreds of people frantically tried to call relatives on mobile phones. 
Shopkeepers closed their stores and the streets were jammed with people rushing to check on families.
 
Elsewhere, people huddled in public spaces, too nervous to venture inside.

“I am very scared and I am with my two sons. The school building is cracked and bits of it, I can see they 
have collapsed,” said Rhita Doma Sherpa, a nurse with the Mountain Medicine Centre in Namche Bazaar, 
a departure point for trekkers headed to Everest.

“It was lunchtime. All the kids were outside. Thank god.”

“WE SAW THE MOUNTAIN FALL”

May is peak season for climbing and trekking in Nepal’s high altitude valleys and peaks, but the usually 
bustling lodges and tea-houses were close to empty after thousands of tourists fled the April quake.

Dambar Parajuli, president of the Expedition Operators’ Association of Nepal, said there were no climb-
ers or Nepali sherpa guides at Everest Base Camp. Mountaineers seeking to scale the world’s tallest peak 
called off this year’s Everest season after 18 people died when last month’s quake triggered avalanches on 
the mountain.

“All of them have already left,” Parajuli said.

NEWS
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In Lukla, the departure point for treks to Everest, buildings cracked and small landslides were triggered 
when the ground shook. At least three school children were injured.

Susana Perez from Madrid was on a 10-day trek with her husband to Island Peak in the Everest region 
and was about to reach Lukla.

“We saw the mountain in front of us fall down – earth and rocks. There were some houses underneath but 
it was not clear if they were hit,” Perez said.

In Nepal the death toll reached 48, with 1,176 injured, police spokesman Kamal Singh Bam said. Sev-
enteen people were killed in the Indian states of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, the home ministry said in a 
statement, and Chinese media reported one person died in Tibet after rocks fell on a car.

Indian and U.S. military aircraft flew more than 60 wounded people to Kathmandu from affected areas.
Nepal had barely begun to recover from the devastation caused by last month’s earthquake, the country’s 
worst in more than 80 years, which killed at least 8,046 people and injured more than 17,800.

Hundreds of thousands of buildings, including ancient Hindu and Buddhist temples, were destroyed and 
many more damaged.

Some foreign rescue teams have returned home from Nepal, but may need to be pressed into service again.
At a welcoming ceremony for an Israeli military rescue delegation on Tuesday, Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu said: “I know that you are already prepared for the next mission, anywhere it might be re-
quired. And to judge by the news, it is possible that such a mission now faces us.”

Wojtek Wilk, CEO of the Polish Centre for International Aid, said the new quake presented a funding 
challenge. Last week, World Food Programme head Ertharin Cousin said that the scale and number of 
global humanitarian crises was straining donors.

(Additional reporting by Gopal Sharma in KATHMANDU, Rupam Jain Nair, Doug Busvine, Tommy 
Wilkes, Sanjeev Miglani, Andrew MacAskill and Frank Jack Daniel in NEW DELHI and Dan Williams 
in JERUSALEM; Writing by Paritosh Bansal and Frank Jack Daniel; Editing by Mike Collett-White and 
Mark Trevelyan)
 
Source : Reuters

Pakistan Hindus protest harassment by Muslim 
clansmen
Islamabad : The Hindu community in a town in Pakistan’s Sindh province staged a protest against al-
leged harassment by a local Muslim clan who have hindered performing their religious rituals, a media 
report said today. The demonstration was held yesterday in Mehrabpur area against people belonging to 
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the influential local Halepota clan.

The Dawn reported that members of the Hindu community led by trustee of the main temple in the city 
Baba Saroop held a protest on Mehrabpur-Halani Road and demanded protection. The trustee told the me-
dia and police that the clansmen were not only extending death threats to Hindu leaders and visitors to the 
temple but also hindering performance of their religious rituals and worship. The protesters said the police 
were reluctant to restrain the clansmen.

Superintendent of Police Niaz Ahmad Chandio, when contacted, said the temple trustees first intended to 
lodge an FIR against the clansmen but later changed their mind and fixed a meeting with them and some 
local politicians for settlement of issues.

Saroop said the temple had been hosting a religious festival every year and devotees from across Sindh 
and parts of India used to take part in the festivities but due to the clansmen’s activities, the temple trustees 
were now finding it difficult to organise it in a peaceful manner. He said they approached the local police 
station but were advised to settle issues through bilateral talks.

Source : India.com

Tagore statue installation at Belgium’s Leuven 
Catholic University welcomed
A bronze bust of India’s Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) was inaugurated in the Liter-
ary Garden of prestigious Katholieke Universiteit (KU) Leuven in Belgium on his birthday May 7.

Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada (USA) today, welcomed the KU Leuven’s gesture 
of honoring Tagore; who besides being the first non-European to receive Nobel Prize in literature, also 
composed the national anthems of India and Bangladesh, authored Gitanjali and established India’s Visva 
Bharati University.

Calling it a step in the positive direction, Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, 
urged other European universities to honor the intellectuals of East, thus bridging the East-West gap, 
which was the need of the hour.

Founded in 1425 by Pope Martin V, Belgium’s largest and renowned research-intensive university KU 
Leuven with a mission of “providing high-quality interdisciplinary research and education with a Catho-
lic signature” has over 41,000 students. Rik Torfs is the Rector of this female-majority university.

Source: WHN Media Network
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Maharashtra: 35% subsidy on cow urine fertilizer

Mumbai : The state government has announced a subsidy on cow 
urine and dung to be used as fertilizer.

“Instead of using chemicals,  farmers should opt for fertilizers 
made of cow urine and dung, which help grow quality crop. To 
encourage this project among farmers, the government will give 
a subsidy of up to 35%,” said Eknath Khadse, state agriculture 
minister.

Explaining the process, Khadse said farmers should concretize 
or tile the cowshed so that the cow urine can be stored in a tank 

through pipes. “The urine should be mixed with cow dung and 
filtered. The fertilizer can then be used on fields through a drip system,” he added.

A pilot project started across the state has proved successful and applications from farmers are pouring in, 
said Khadse.

The minister also suggested that human urine can be stored, mixed with water and used on fields through 
a drip system. “Instead of buying expensive chemicals, farmers should opt for cow urine for quality and 
higher produce,” suggested Khadse.

Source : TOI

150th BIRTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS 
OF LALA LAJPAT RAI
The Vice President of India Shri M. Hamid Ansari has said that Record shows that leaders of the freedom 
movement having varying or conflicting viewpoints struggled with competing impulses on political and 
societal challenges that surfaced in the twenties and thirties of the last century when so many of these 
perception crystallised. Closer scrutiny also shows that a lesser dose of cultural bias and a greater element 
of cultural accommodation may have brought forth greater harmony. Delivering inaugural address on the 
Theme : Patriotism, Nationalism and Social Peace: Some Aspects of Lala Lajpat Rais Ideas at the 150th 
Birth Anniversary Celebrations of Lala Lajpat Rai organised by Servants of the People Society here today, 
the Vice President said that since conflicting ideologies were embedded in or attributed to identities of faith, 
it is a moot point whether a different approach may have produced less painful outcomes. In this context, 
the October 1923 Appeal for Inter Communal Harmony that pegged better conduct to the imperatives of the 
individual faiths themselves, may just have had a more lasting impact and caused lesser trauma. 

Shri Ansari said, Since the question of social harmony regrettably continues to remain on our national agen-
da, I propose today to have a closer look at Lala Lajpat Rais perceptions on these and related matters. My 
purpose is to discern the manner in which an earlier generation, principally of eminent freedom fighters, 
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sought to address it and to benefit from their successes and shortcomings. The latter, in hindsight, were many 
and have been written about by scholars. 

He said that the history of the ear-
ly decades of the last century is in 
places characterised by competing 
narratives. Different elements in the 
national movement, in agreement on 
the final objective, did not always 
converge in terms of methodolo-
gy and tactics. There were varying 
perceptions about how the constitu-
tional space offered by the existing 
structure could be used without be-
ing co-opted by it. The Non-Coop-
eration Movement, while it lasted, 
brought about a unity of ranks. Its 
demise, and other happenings in that 
period, aggravated communitarian 
tensions with resultant impact on 
leaders of opinion. 

The Vice President opined that the evolution of national movements in contemporary history is a complex 
endeavour. In our own case and given the societal and historical complexity of the Indian landscape the im-
pulses emanating from patriotism, nationalism and social peace or harmony need to be carefully assessed to 
determine the positive energy and negative vibes emanating from their collective impact on a fast evolving 
situation. The role of individual actors on the scene thus assumed a role in the shaping of public perceptions. 
At times, their own perceptions underwent changes of a far reaching nature. 

He said that Lala Lajpat Rai was an activist in the discourse on Indian nationalism and lent to it his version 
and understanding of it. This discourse was multidimensional, was reflective of the diversity of Indian soci-
ety, sought empowerment from a variety of sources considered legitimate by its adherents, and endeavoured 
to accommodate it in a convergence of interests, objectives and tactics. This also brought forth communitar-
ian perceptions and ideas of strident Hindu and Muslim nationalisms subversive of secular values. They, to 
use a phrase used by Gandhi ji, encircled the nationalist dream like coils of a snake. 

Following is the text of Vice Presidents address : 

PATRIOTISM, NATIONALISM AND SOCIAL PEACE: SOME ASPECTS OF LALA LAJPAT RAIS 
IDEAS 

It is a privilege to be invited to join this august gathering in celebrating the 150th birth anniversary of a leg-
endry personality of our freedom struggle. I thank Ved Prakash Vaidik ji and Swami Agnivesh ji for urging 
me to participate. 

It has been said, with justice, that Lala Lajpat Rai ranked among the first three leaders of our nationalist 
movement prior to the advent of Gandhi ji in the twenties, the other two being Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Bi-
pin Chandra Pal. He was a prolific writer and, as the late Krishan Kant ji put it, reform of the Hindu society 
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remained his abiding mission. 

Many years back, and in another context, I had read the October 1923 Appeal for Inter- Communal Harmony 
signed by100 public figures of all faiths. Lala Lajat Rais name is the first on this list. The text is given in 
volume 10, page 404 of Lala jis Collected Works and the names of all signatories is available in volume 4, 
pp 496-503, of the Selected Works of Motilal Nehru. 

The Appeals approach to the question was unique: that indulging in communal misdeeds is a sin in religious 
terms and it is the duty of co-religionists of such offenders to resist it. 
Since the question of social harmony regrettably continues to remain on our national agenda, I propose today 
to have a closer look at Lala Lajpat Rais perceptions on these and related matters. My purpose is to discern 
the manner in which an earlier generation, principally of eminent freedom fighters, sought to address it and 
to benefit from their successes and shortcomings. The latter, in hindsight, were many and have been written 
about by scholars. 

II 
The history of the early decades of the last century is in places characterised by competing narratives. Differ-
ent elements in the national movement, in agreement on the final objective, did not always converge in terms 
of methodology and tactics. There were varying perceptions about how the constitutional space offered by 
the existing structure could be used without being co-opted by it. The Non-Cooperation Movement, while it 
lasted, brought about a unity of ranks. Its demise, and other happenings in that period, aggravated commu-
nitarian tensions with resultant impact on leaders of opinion. 

Many in this audience know that tracing the evolution of national movements in contemporary history is a 
complex endeavour. In our own case and given the societal and historical complexity of the Indian landscape 
the impulses emanating from patriotism, nationalism and social peace or harmony need to be carefully as-
sessed to determine the positive energy and negative vibes emanating from their collective impact on a fast 
evolving situation. The role of individual actors on the scene thus assumed a role in the shaping of public 
perceptions. At times, their own perceptions underwent changes of a far reaching nature. 

On December 8, 1923, Lala Lajpat Rai gave the Presidential Address to the Punjab Provincial Political 
Conference at Jarawala. He devoted this to the problem of communal harmony and surveyed the benefits 
and shortfalls of the Non-Cooperation Movement. He referred in that context to the Draft National Pact then 
under discussion and said, in words that bear repetition in full: 

The first article of our future constitution of India must provide absolute religious liberty to all religious de-
nominations, subject only to such restrictions as are inevitable for the general maintenance of law and order. 
To this must be added the absolute religious neutrality of the future stateAccording to our idea, the future 
Swarajya government should not be at liberty to use public funds for any religious or denominational pur-
pose whatsoever. In a land of many religions and many cults this, in my view, is the best safeguard against 
religious or denominational partisanship. With this provision the risks of the majority rule are very much 
lessened. 

No progress however was made in this endeavour. Instead, and as the ground situation worsened, different 
perceptions crystallised. A case in point is the series of thirteen articles written by Lala Lajpat Rai in the Tri-
bune in November-December 1924. They were reflective of his dismay over the communal situation and the 
deterioration that came about after the unity displayed in the 1919-1922 period. The twelfth article gives a 
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summary of his conclusions and 13 points of advice, including a suggestion for proportional representation 
in legislature but not separate electorates, as also a suggestion to divide the Punjab into two Provinces to 
make majority rule effective. The series ended with A plea for mutual co-operation and an anguished cry 
to do away with distrust: 

Let us live and struggle for freedom as brothers whose interests are one and indivisible. Let us live and die 
for each other, so that India may live and prosper as a Nation. India is neither Hindu nor Muslim. It is not 
even both. It is one. It is India. 

Lala Lajpat Rai was an activist in the discourse on Indian nationalism and lent to it his version and un-
derstanding of it. This discourse was multidimensional, was reflective of the diversity of Indian society, 
sought empowerment from a variety of sources considered legitimate by its adherents, and endeavoured to 
accommodate it in a convergence of interests, objectives and tactics. This also brought forth communitarian 
perceptions and ideas of strident Hindu and Muslim nationalisms subversive of secular values. They, to use 
a phrase used by Gandhi ji, encircled the nationalist dream like coils of a snake. 

The situational imperatives also had theoretical moorings. Influence of thinkers like Mazzini and his ideas 
on cultural nationalism were evident in the writings of some Indian activists, including Lala ji. He presided 
over the annual session of the Hindu Maha Sabha at Calcutta in April 1925 and the programme of action 
adopted there has been called by a credible scholar as the single document that had the most enduring influ-
ence on subsequent programmes and strategies of some of the successor organisations of that persuasion. 

This change of direction, or absence of consistency in the thought process and practical commitment, 
brings to the fore competing versions of nationalism that characterised the Indian scene in that period, ver-
sions that underlay the strong sentiments of patriotism that were evident at all stages. Were these versions 
liberal and inclusive, or restrictive and exclusive? This had practical implications in the shape of a direct 
impact on strategies of attaining social peace. 

III 
Record shows that leaders of the freedom movement having varying or conflicting viewpoints struggled 
with competing impulses on political and societal challenges that surfaced in the twenties and thirties of 
the last century when so many of these perception crystallised. Closer scrutiny also shows that a lesser dose 
of cultural bias and a greater element of cultural accommodation may have brought forth greater harmony. 
Since conflicting ideologies were embedded in or attributed to identities of faith, it is a moot point whether 
a different approach may have produced less painful outcomes. In this context, the October 1923 Appeal for 
Inter Communal Harmony that pegged better conduct to the imperatives of the individual faiths themselves, 
may just have had a more lasting impact and caused lesser trauma. 

This, I concede, is now a hypothetical preposition. The thought nevertheless lingers that the journalist, 
novelist and film maker Khwaja Ahmad Abbas may have had a different answer to his question about 1947: 
Who killed India? 

I thank the organisers for inviting me today. 

Jai Hind. 

Source: Business Standard
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First Islamic State ‘module’ busted, 5 held in MP : 
Police

Few days ago, Home Minister 
Rajnath Singh said that Islam-
ic State has failed to attract In-
dian Muslims. This incident is 
nothing but an eye-opener for 
Rajnath Singh and now Indi-
ans expect prompt and strin-
gent crackdown of such jihadi 
elements who want to create 
Islamic State in India ! – Ed-
itor, HJS

Hindus, are you ready to face the atrocities by Islamic State ? If you do not want to get persecuted like 
people in Syria and Iraq, get united and establish Hindu Rashtra for your self-defense !

Five Madhya Pradesh men arrested from the town of Ratlam last month were part of an Islamic State-linked 
jihad cell planning strikes in India, highly placed police and intelligence sources have told The Indian Ex-
press.

Although growing numbers of Indians have been fighting with the jihadist group in Iraq and Syria, the cell is 
the Islamic State’s first known affiliate inside the country, sparking fears more could be forming elsewhere.
Imran Khan Muhammad Sharif, the leader of the five men held in Ratlam on April 15, is alleged to have been 
recruited online by an Indian jihadist he knew as “Yusuf” — code, investigators say, for Karnataka-born 
Muhammad Shafi Armar, a fugitive Indian Mujahideen operative now leading group of Indians fighting with 
the Islamic State.

Muhammad Shafi Armar’s brother, Muhammad Sultan Armar, was killed in combat near the Syrian town of 
Kobane in March, fighting with Islamic State forces attempting to take the city from Kurdish control.
Khan, police sources in Ratlam said, was initially held for possession of chemicals that could be used to 
fabricate explosives, to which separate terrorism-related charges have since been added.

In voice-over-internet and chat conversations recovered by investigators, police allege, Khan sought help 
from Armar on how to build explosive devices, procure weapons, and select targets for attack.

He was advised, police say, to record each operation — in line with standard Islamic State online propagan-
da tactics. Fuller details on the conversations, sources close to the investigation said, are expected to become 
available after the Central Forensic Science Laboratory completes analysis of Khan’s computer.

The son of a clerk in the Madhya Pradesh government’s rural education department, Khan dropped out of 
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an undergraduate business course at Ratlam’s Royal College in 2001, having completed just four semesters.
Khan’s passport shows he made five subsequent visits to Dubai, and one to Saudi Arabia, after terminating 
his studies in search, his family says, of work.  However, none of the visits seem to have yielded offers of 
durable employment.

In testimony to police — which, under law, will not be admissible for the purposes of his trial — Khan said 
he had joined Ahl al-Suffah, an Islamic proselytising and charity group, in 2012. Led by local resident Am-
jad Khan, Ahl al-Suffah became active after the pre-election communal riots in Muzaffarnagar, working to 
distribute relief among Muslim victims of the violence.

Khan’s interest in religion, a source familiar with the investigation said, developed in the years of economic 
frustration that began after he failed to get a job.
The term Ahl al-Suffah, or “men of the platform”, refers to a group of believers who took residence in the 
Masjid al-Nawbai during the Prophet Muhammad’s  years of exile in Medina. Faced with a trade boycott  and 
military threats by Mecca’s Qurayshi, the group was forced to spend its days foraging for firewood and dates 
but did not give up Islam despite the hardship.

Following his encounters with victims of communal violence, a source inside Ahl al-Suffah told The Indian 
Express, Imran Khan became increasingly dissatisfied with what he saw as the organisation’s quietism argu-
ing, instead, for the group to take a more militant stand.

Imran Khan’s increasing radicalism, the source said, led to his expulsion by the mainstream leadership of 
Amjad Khan.

However, investigators claim Imran Khan managed to persuade four other members of Ahl al-Suffah to join 
him: Wasim Khan, Mohammad Rizwan, Anwar and Mazhar. Imran Khan, police allege, made his first con-
tact with “Yusuf”, while trawling pro-Islamic State Facebook pages run by Islamic State supporters in India, 
as well as Islamist discussions forums.

In August, Sultan Armar had appeared online in a video released by the breakaway Indian Mujahideen fac-
tion, Tawhid-ul-Ansar, calling on Muslims to join it at training camps in the Pakistan-Afghanistan border-
lands. Later, Indian jihadists in Tawhid al-Ansar made their way to Syria, where they formed a group called 
Ansar-ul-Tawhid fil’Bilad al-Sham. Late last year, several Rajasthan men were arrested for planning acts of 
terror, allegedly after being recruited online by the slain Armar.

Interestingly, the latest arrests come against a backdrop of escalating communal warfare between Hindut-
va and Islamist extremists in Ratlam. The city was placed under curfew in September after the killing of a 
Bajrang Dal activist involved in the cow-protection campaign. Earlier, an attempt on attempt on the life of 
Yasmin Sherani, a local Congress politician, sparked off riots.

Source : IndianExpress
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Introduction
Beauty is the desire of every individual to give pleasure to the sense. Beauty is not always related to women 
rather men are more beauty consciousness as the evolution shows male animals are more beautiful. Some are 
beauty by birth and some are want to become beautiful [1]. The concept of using herbs for beautification is well 
defined in Ayurveda. The cosmetic preparations are used for worship and for sensual enjoyment in India since 
vedic period. The external application of kajala, tilaka, aguru, chandana, haridra etc to God and Goddess are 
seen in many rituals of India [2]. Cosmetology is the science of alternation of appearance and modification of 
beauty. Any substance or preparation intended to be placed in contact with the various external parts of hu-
man body (epidermis, hair, nails, lips, and external genitals) or with the teeth and mucous membrane of oral 
cavity with a view exclusively or mainly to cleaning them, changing their appearance and/or correcting body 
odors and /or protecting them or keeping them in good conditions [3].

According to the Drugs and Cosmetics Act (India) 1940 cosmetics may be defined as, any substance intend-
ed to be rubbed, poured, sprinkled, or otherwise applied to human being for cleansing, beautifying, pro-
moting attractiveness. According to Ayurveda happiness, gloom, sadness and relaxation are the aspects that 
are reflected by the face and by the body and can’t be disguised with cosmetics. In other words, Ayurveda 
emphasizes on external and internal beauty. It is believed in Ayurveda that one can enhance internal beauty 
by understanding and following the basic principle of Ayurveda. There’s a secret beauty or the third level of 
beauty in Ayurveda and is also known as the state of ‘self-realization’. It is said that a self realized person is 
eternally beautiful and does not need to use any external cosmetics or designer clothes. However, in Ayurve-
da the therapies, treatment and tips are concern with physical beauty which is considered to be the path to 
secret of beauty. Health promotion, beauty management and healing in Ayurveda rely on freeing the body of 
ama (toxins), restoring cellular nutrition, facilitating complete elimination and re-establishing the balance of 
the doshas. Diet and lifestyle are two things that help achieve good health and beauty. As Ayurveda relates to 
every aspect of the mind, body and the soul, it considers beauty as an intimate part of the human personality. 
To serve the purpose of fast natural beauty a faster and deeper cleansing and re-balancing is accomplished by 
using Ayurveda’s traditional rejuvenation therapy.

The rejuvenation therapy in Ayurveda teaches ways to become naturally beautiful, which is not just limited 
to the physical body but extends to subtle qualities and vitality of a person. Hence, rejuvenation therapy is 
regarded as an integral part of ongoing self-care that helps beauty be with you throughout life and a fresh start 
in the process of making health-supporting lifestyle changes.
Consumer trends suggest a gradual shift from chemical-based products to ayurvedic beauty products. Grow-
ing concern over side effects of chemical-based products is the main reason behind this trend. The Ayurvedic 
natural cosmetics business of India is growing at the rate of 15-20% per year- much higher than India’s overall 
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cosmetics business that has a growth rate of 7-8% [4].

Concept of Beauty in Ayurveda
Ayurveda determined beauty by prakriti (Body constitution), sara (structural predominance), sanhanan (com-
pactness of body), twak (skin completion), Praman (Measurement) and dirghayu lakshyana ( symptom of long 
life). Beauty is not only a source of jay but gives confidence and proud in some extent. Ayurveda cosmetology 
started from mother wombs, dinacharya, ratricharya, ritu charya with the practice of medicinal herbs and 
minerals. Charaka narrated that beauty of female is enhanced by finding a suitable man, similarly a man can 
enhanced his appearance by getting with similar mind, psyche and liking with excellent quality partner. Beau-
tiful woman is always praised in our ancient text as virtue, wealth; affluence and creation depend on women. 
There was a provision for appointing a beautiful woman (kalinee) in the Rasasala (pharmacy) for rasabandha 
and the characteristic of Kalinee is well described in Rasaratna samuchachaya and Anandakanda. If the kalinee 
is not available then the specific way to convert ordinary woman to kalinee is also possible by the administra-
tion of one karsa (3 gm) of purified sulphur along with ghee for twenty one days [5].

According to Ayurveda Human body functions through various channel systems called “Srotamsi”, containing 
both microscopic and macroscopic structures such as the respiratory system, lymphatic/ circulatory system, 
reproductive system and nervous systems, among others. These channels function as innumerable psycho-bi-
ological processes such as enzyme production, neuro-transmitter secretion, hormonal intelligence, respiratory 
capacity and digestive assimilation/elimination, immune power etc and responsible for wellness and beauty. 
These act rhythmically and in concert with one another to perform complex decision-making regarding the 
supply of nutrients, filtration of toxins, excretion of wastes and much more. If these waste materials are insuf-
ficiently metabolized, toxins or incompletely processed foods and experiences can become deposited in weak 
areas of the body. If unaddressed, these can become a disease. Weak zones occur in the body due genetic factors 
or more commonly, lifestyle factors, such as unhealthy food choices, stress or environmental influences. These 
toxins or unprocessed metabolic deposits can cloud the normal psycho-biological cellular intelligence and loss 
body lustre and beauty. Panchakarma therapy is both preventative for healthy people to maintain and improve 
excellent cellular function, and curative for those experiencing disease. The Ama (toxic materials inside our 
body) make a person ugly and disease and Sodhana/panchakarma (Purification) is the best therapeutic inter-
vention to eliminate body toxins. It is a highly complex and sophisticated science of purification of the body/
mind.

Water is a major component for keeping skin in good condition. Water originates in the deeper epidermal lay-
ers and moves upward to hydrate cells in the stratum corneum in the skin, eventually being lost to evaporation. 
Snehana and Swedana bring moisture to our skin. It gives our skin greater elasticity and rejuvenates skin tis-
sues. As cells in our face make their way to the surface over their lifecycle, they die and become saturated with 
keratin, or skin debris. Keratin is important because it protects your skin from the elements but the shedding 
of that outer layer can unclog pores. Snehana and Swedan are believed to be inhibit trans-epidermal water loss, 
restoring the lipid barrier and restore the amino-lipid of the skin. Ayurveda always advocated vegetarian diet 
in appropriate quantity and advice for plenty of water intakes for restore the beauty and youthfulness.

Ayurveda medicine as Cosmetics
Charak samhita classified cosmetics drugs as Varnya, Kustagna, Kandugna, bayasthapak, udardaprasamana, 
etc. Many alepam (poultice) Pradeha, upnaha anjana oil are described in Susruta Samhita and astanga hrudaya 
in the context of twak roga. The very common medicine are- Kungkumadi lepam, Dasnga lepam,Chandana-
di lepam, Dasana samskar churna , Kukummadi taila, Nilibringaraj taila, Himasagar taila, etc are very well 
established medicine in Ayurveda. Sesame Oil is used as a base in many oil in Ayurveda. It contains Lignan 
compounds called Sesamin and Sesamolin, which are biologically active. These compounds enhance oxidative 
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stability of the oil. They have potential to be used as anti oxidant compounds as well as having a moisturising 
effect. Buttermilk and goat’s milk powders traditionally used in Indian face mask preparations have soothing 
and emollient properties. They also contain vitamin A, B6, B12 and E. They would make beneficial alternatives 
to chemical bases and emollients. Shikakai is a traditional herb used in hair shampoos. The material is extract-
ed from the Shikakai pods and Shikakai nuts of the Acacia Concinna shrub.The pods are rich in Saponins and 
make a mild detergenent, which has a neutral pH. Aritha powder, extracted from Soapnuts (Sapindus Pericarp) 
also contains Saponins, which acts as a foaming agent. It was used as soap in Ayurvedic tradition. The oils also 
maintain integrity of cosmetic products and could be used as a base instead of petroleum and plastic deriva-
tives. There are significant evidences already generated for Ayurveda skin care in vitiligo, psoriasis, eczema and 
acne vulgaris [6].

The Ayurvedic cosmetics may group under [6,7]

1. Cosmetics for enhancing the appearance of facial skin
2. Cosmetics for hair growth and care
3. Cosmetics for skin care, especially in teenager (acne, pimples and sustaining)
4. Shampoos, soaps, powders and perfumery, etc.
5. Miscellaneous products

Discussion and Conclusion
The market for ayurvedic beauty products is growing fast. Many companies have entered the segment with 
branded products in categories such as skin care, hair care, soaps and essential oils. Concern about harmful 
chemicals in beauty products has increased consumer interest in natural cosmetics. More and more products 
now include herbal and botanical ingredients. The botanical actives market in Europe and North America is 
worth US$ 840 million. Consumption for these products is growing at 8% [8]. Today, India is captivating the 
mainstream cosmetics industry in a big way. It starts from highend brands creating makeup shades based on 
the country’s bright colors to skin- and hair-care lines capitalizing on Ayurveda, an ancient medicinal system 
using herbs and other natural ingredients [8].

Indian herbs and Ayurveda products are being sourced and tested for use in the cosmetics industry and prac-
ticed beauty parlours [9]. However, there is a long way to go before herbs can make it as ingredients in viable 
botanical products. These herbs are currently used in their crude form, either dried into powders or pulverised 
with pestle and mortar. The end product contains a large amount of inactive unnecessary compounds [10]. The 
products are often biologically ineffective because there aren’t enough active components in the formulae. The 
concentration and action of bioactive compounds extracted from herbs have to be increased [11,12]. These 
formulae have to be tested in scientific trials with an evidence based approach. India could emerge as a major 
contributor to the global cosmetic industry. This is one of the strengths of India with its Ayurvedic tradition.
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Effect Of Ayurvedic Treatment In Chronic Malaria : 
A Case Study 
SAPRA UMESH KUMAR
Lecturer, Department of Rog Nidan, Chaudhary Brahm Prakash Ayurved Charak Sansthan, Najafgarh, New 
Delhi -110073 (India).

Summary:

Malaria is one of the main reasons for the cases of Pyrexia of Unknown Origin in modern days. In this case, a 
Male patient, aged 48 years presented with features of Pain in legs and lassitude for a long time. On laboratory 
investigation he was found to have a blood smear positive for Malarial parasite (Plasmodium vivax). Patient 
was suffering from this from more than 7 years and was under treatment from a number of allopathic physi-
cian but without any results. The patient was under Ayurvedic treatment for approx. 2 months and the report 
of blood smear or Malarial parasite was negative. It was a case of Chronic Malaria (Plasmodium vivax). In 
Ayurveda, it was a case of Vishma Jwara. Amritarishta, Vardhaman Pipali along with some other Ayurvedic 
formulation have given excellent response. The MP test was negative after treatment.

Keywords: Chronic Malaria, Malarial Parasite, Amrita, Pipali, Vishma Jwara.

Introduuction:
Malaria is one of the leading causes of disease and death in the world. It is estimated that there are 300-500 
million new cases every year, with 1.5 to 2.7 million deaths worldwide. Malaria is a mosquito-borne infectious 
disease of humans and other animals caused by protists the genus Plasmodium. It begins with a bite from an 
infected female Anopheles mosquito, which introduces the protists thrrough saliva into the circulatory system. 
In the blood, the protists travel to the liver to mature and reproduce. Malaria causes symptoms that typically 
include fever and headache, which in severe cases can progress to coma or death. Chronic malaria is seen in 
both P. vivax and P. ovale, but not in P. falciparum. Here, the disease can relapse months or years after expos-
sure, due to the presence of latent parasites in the liver

Case History:
A male patient aged 48 years from Sonipat presented with complaints of lasitude and pain in legs at OPD No. 
6 (Neuromuscular) of Chaudhary Brahm Prakash Ayurved Charak Sansthan Khera Dabar, Najafgarh, New 
Delhi on 21/09/2012. On general examination all the vitals were within norm  limits. On per abdominal   ex-
amination,  there  was  no tenderness, rigidity or guarding. But spleen was palpable. Then on detailed history 
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patient explained that he suffered from Malaria 6 years back and he was treated with the medicines. With the 
medicines all the symptoms of fever with chills etc. disappeared But the peripheral Blood Smear for Malaria 
consistently showed Positive results. The treatment of the patient was started in the following manner:

1. Tab. Sudarshan Ghanvati – 2 BD

2. Cap. Ayush 64 – 1 TDSS

3. Liq. Exol – 2 tsf TDS

Patient was asked to come with the report of the MP Test on next visit. On 26th September 2012, patient again 
visited the OPD with positive MP test report and then following medicines were added:

4. Amritarishta 4 tsf BD with equal water after meal.

5. Combination of Punarnava Mandoor -500 mg + Guduchi powder- 3 gm+ Muktashukti- 250 mg twice a day 
with water after meal
 
6. Pipali Ksherpaka once a day in morning starting from a dose of 500 mg Pipali powder and gradually increas-
ing to 5 gm. And then reducing it in same manner. This treatment was continued till patient presented in OPD 
again on 26th November, 2012 with feeling of weakness. Then following medicines were added and patient was 
asked to repeat MP test.

7. Loha Bhasma -250 mg + Amalaki powder 3 gm were added. On 9th November, 2012 patient checked his MP 
test again and the result was negative.

Discussion:

In Ayurveda, Malaria is summarized under the broad umbrella of Vishma Jwara. 

Vismo Vishamarambh Kriya Kalaanushrangvan

The medicine used for the treatment of Vishma Jwara includes Vardhaman Pipali Rasayan (Piper longum) 
which is also indicated in Plihavridhi as mentioned in Charak Samhita

As far as modern system is concerned, Malaria is caused by Plasmodium species which is Krimi; as far as 
Ayurveda is concerned. Acharya Charaka advocated three types of treatment for Krimi viz. Apakarshana, Ni-
danaparivarjana   and   Prakritivighata. Prakritivighata means the person by use of particular diet and lifestyle, 
should maintain an environment in the body which is opposite to the growth of the microrganisms (Krimi).So 
this concept can be useful for the treatment of the diseases which are asymptomatic or carrier stage e.g. chronic 
Malaria and hepatitis B carrier stage. 
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Synthesis of Silver Nanoparticles from the Aque-
ous Extract of Leaves of Ocimum sanctum for 
Enhanced Antibacterial Activity
Charusheela Ramteke, Tapan Chakrabarti, Bijaya Ketan Sarangi, and Ram-Avatar Pandey

Environmental Biotechnology Division, National Environmental Engineering Research Institute, Nagpur 440 
020, India

1. Introduction
In recent years, researchers in the field of nanotechnology are finding that metal nanoparticles have all kinds 
of previously unexpected benefits. ey are mostly prepared from noble metals, that is, silver, gold, platinum and 
palladium, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) being most exploited [1]. They find applications in various fields like 
medicine, electronics, energy saving, environment, textile, cosmetics, and so forth. Owing to their applicability 
in such wide sectors, their demand is increasing at an overwhelming rate. e increased demand has consequent-
ly resulted in increased production. Researchers are continuously developing newer methods for synthesis of 
highly monodisperse AgNPs which are efficient in terms of synthesis rate as well as energy usage. 

Conventionally, nanomaterials are synthesized using either chemical or physical methods which include sol 
process, micelle, chemical precipitation, hydrothermal method, pyrolysis, and chemical vapour deposition [2]. 
Some of these methods are easy and provide control over crystallite size by restoring the reaction environment. 
But problem still exists with the general stability of the product and in achieving monodisperse nanosize using 
these methods [3]. Moreover, many of the conventional techniques have been found to be capital intensive and 
inefficient in materials and energy use [4].

Biological methods have emerged as an alternative to the conventional methods for synthesis of NPs. Synthesis 
of inorganic nanoparticles by biological systems makes nanoparticles more biocompatible and environmentally 
benign [5]. Moreover, the process is cost effective too [1]. Many bacterial as well as fungal species have been used 
for silver nanoparticles synthesis [6]. But most of them have been reported to accumulate AgNPs intracellularly. 
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Intracellular synthesis always takes longer reaction times and also demands subsequent extraction and recovery 
steps. On the contrary, plant extract mediated synthesis always takes place extracellularly, and the reaction times 
have also been reported to be very short compared to that of microbial synthesis. Most importantly, the process can 
be suitably scaled up for large scale synthesis of NPs [7].

Many plants such as Pelargonium graveolens [8], Medicago sativa [9], Azadirachta indica [7], Lemongrass [10], 
Aloe vera [11], Cinnamomum Camphora [12], Emblica officinalis [13], Capsicum annuum [14], Diospyros kaki 
[15], Carica papaya [16], Coriandrum sp. [17], Boswellia ovalifoliolata [18], Tridax procumbens, Jatropha curcas, 
Solanum melongena, Datura metel, Citrus aurantium [19], and many weeds [1, 20] have shown the potential of 
reducing silver nitrate to give formation of AgNPs.

Ocimum sanctum (Tulsi) is a medicinal herb abundantly found and cultured in India, Malaysia, Australia, West 
Africa, and some of the Arab countries [21]. Tulsi leaves have been traditionally used for treatment of many in-
fections. The antibacterial activity has been reported to be the upshot of essential oil components, mostly eugenols 
found in it. The present study aims at the synthesis of silver nanoparticles from the aqueous extract of Tulsi leaves. 
We also attempt to combine the inherent antimicrobial activities of silver metal
and Tulsi extract for enhanced antimicrobial activity.

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemicals. Silver nitrate was purchased from Sigma- Aldrich, Bangalore, India. The bacteriological media 
were purchased from HiMedia Laboratories, India. All media and solutions were prepared in double-distilled 
Milli Q water. The experiments were performed in triplicates, and mean values are presented in results.

2.2. Microorganisms and Media. Common human pathogenic bacterial strains of Escherichia coli ATCC 
25922 and Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923 were used for assessment of antibacterial activity of lab-syn-
thesized AgNPs. The strains were obtained from National Collection of Industrial Microorganisms (NCIM), 
Pune (India). They were clinical isolates and are used as international reference standards for disc susceptibility 
assessment of many antibiotics. Nutrient agar was used for growth and maintenance of bacterial strains. Nu-
trient broth was used for preparation of suspension cultures. Mueller Hinton Agar (MHA) was used to assess 
antibacterial activities.
2.3. Preparation of Plant Extract. 20 gm of fresh leaves of Tulsi were washed thoroughly with double-distilled 
water and were then cut into small pieces. These finely cut pieces were then mixed with 100 mL doubled-dis-
tilled water, and this mixture was kept for boiling for a period of 5 minutes. After cooling, it was filtered 
through Whatman Filter paper no. 1.

2.4. Synthesis of AgNPs and Evaluation of Reducing Potential of the Extract. 10 mL of aqueous extract of Tulsi 
leaves was added to 90 mL of silver nitrate solution so as to make its final concentration to 10−3 M. The solu-
tion was allowed to react at room temperature. Periodic sampling after 30 minutes was carried out to monitor 
the formation of AgNPs. The qualitative evaluation of reducing potential of aqueous extract of Tulsi leaves was 
carried out as per the method reported by Saifuddin et al. [22].

2.5. Analysis of Bioreduced Silver Nanoparticles
2.5.1. UV-Vis Spectroscopy. UV-Vis spectroscopic analysis was carried out on Shimadzu UV 1800. Cuvette 
of path length 10 mm was used. The measurements were carried out as a function of reaction time at room 
temperature.
2.5.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy. The TEM images of synthesized AgNPs were obtained for size and 
shape determination using JEOL 200 TEM operated at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. Prior to analysis, Ag-
NPs were sonicated for 5 minutes, and a drop of appropriately diluted sample was placed onto carbon-coated 
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copper grid. The liquid fraction was allowed to evaporate at room temperature. 

2.5.3. X-Ray Diffractometry. XRD measurements 
were recorded on Rigaku Minifiex II X-ray difirac-
tometer. For XRD measurements, the AgNPs were 
dried in oven at 60 degree C, and such dried powder 
was further analyzed on XRD for their phase struc-
ture and exact material identification. 
2.5.4. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectros-
copy. The binding properties of AgNPs synthesized 
by Tulsi leaf extract were investigated by FTIR anal-
ysis. FTIR measurements were taken on Bruker ver-
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tex 70. Dried and powdered AgNPs were palleted with potassium bromide (KBr) (1 : 10 proportion). The 
spectra were recorded in the wavenumber range of 450–2500 cm−1 and analyzed by subtracting the spectrum 
of pure KBr.
2.6. Assessment of Antibacterial Activity. In order to examine the antibacterial activity of the AgNPs on se-
lected bacteria, the Kirby-Bauer disc diffusion method [23] was used. For disc diffusion method, log phase 
bacterial inoculums (108 cfu/mL) were standardized against MacFarland’s standard [24] and were swabbed 
onto petriplates containing 4 mm thick MHA. Filter paper discs saturated with AgNPs, Tulsi extract and silver 
nitrate solution were placed onto these

plates with the help of sterile forceps and incubated at 37 de-
gree C. A disc soaked in sterile distilled water acted as con-
trols for the experiment. Negative growth zone results were 
read only after 24 hours, as longer or shorter incubation peri-
ods may  give misleading results.

3. Results and Discussion
Formation of AgNPs by reduction of silver nitrate during exposure to Tulsi leaf extract can be easily monitored
from the change in colour of the reaction mixture. Silver nanoparticles bear a characteristic yellow brown 
colour due to the excitation of surface plasmon vibrations. The change in colour of the reaction mixture after 
2 hours is presented in Figure 1 which indicated the formation of AgNPs. This formation indicates that silver 
ions in reaction medium have been converted to elemental silver having the size of nanometric range. There is 
always an essential need for reducing entities in the reaction medium to bring such conversions. To ensure the 
presence of reducing entities in the reaction medium, reducing assay was carried out, and the results are shown 
in Figure 2. It shows the change in colour of the reaction medium as an effect of presence of any type of reduc-
ing substance. As per this qualitative assessment of reducing potential of Tulsi extract, presence of significant
amount of reducing entities was attested therein. In case of bacteria and fungi mediated synthesis of AgNPs, 
reduction of silver nitrate to elemental silver has been attributed to the presence of reductive enzymes [22, 
25]. But there is controversy regarding the plant extract components involved in reduction of silver nitrate to 
elemental silver. Shankar et al., (2005) have speculated the role of reducing sugars for the reduction of silver ni-
trate to silver nanoparticles [10]. In another recent study, it has been suggested that different compounds such 
as caffeine and theophylline bring out the reduction processes and thus silver nanoparticles synthesis [26]. Nat-
ural antioxidants have been reported to have strong reducing ability [27]. As Tulsi possess a potent antioxidant
activity [21], we attribute the reduction process to their presence of high quantity of antioxidants in the leaves 
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extract Figure 3 shows UV-Vis absorption spectrum of silver nanoparticles. Though the plasmon band is broad 
due to the presence of components in Tulsi extract which are also being read in the spectrophotometric range, 
it is observed that the silver surface plasmon resonance (SPR) occurs at 450 nm and steadily increases in in-
tensity as a function reaction time. There is no change in peak position, suggesting that nucleation  of silver 
nanoparticles starts with initiation of reaction time only, and the size remains unchanged throughout the 
course of reaction. According to Mie theory, only a single SPR band is expected in the absorption spectra of 
spherical nanoparticles whereas, the number of peaks increases as anisotropy increases [28]. In the present 
study, SPR band reveals spherical shape of silver nanoparticles, which was further confirmed by TEM. Inset 
of Figure 3 represents the plot of absorbance at lembda max versus reaction time. The reduction of silver ions 
was quite rapid. More than 90% of the reaction is complete within 60 minutes of the reaction time. Generally, 
biosynthetic methods are considered as time consuming when compared with chemical methods. To the best 
of our
knowledge, reaction time of at least 12 hours is required in plant-mediated nanomaterials synthesis. However, 
the time consumed in the present study for the reaction to complete is severalfold lesser than reported. Such 
alacrity in reaction time can be the outcome of potent antioxidant activity of the Tulsi extract, which makes the 
reaction much more efficient than others.

The efficiency of this method was tested for stability also. The solution of AgNPs was stored for two months, 
and no precipitation in the content of the solution was observed. This was also assured by regular observa-
tion of UV-Vis absorption properties of the solution. There was no shift in the absorbance intensity as well as 
absorption maxima indicating the particle size to be same as recorded earlier. Figure 4 shows TEM images of 
AgNPs at different magnifications. Images reveal that the AgNPs are predominantly spherical in shape and are 
not in physical contact with each other. lower magnification image reveals the nanoparticles are embedded in 
a dense matrix which may be the organic stabilizing components of Tulsi leaf extract. The presence of organic 
content associated with AgNPs can be further confirmed by observing the sharp Braggs reflection in XRD 
spectrum. Figure 5(a) shows the histogram of particles size versus number of particles observed on TEM grid. 
It is clear from the histogram that the mean particle size of AgNPs is 18 nm. The HRTEM image of synthesized 
AgNPs is shown in Figure 5(b). It reveals that the particles exhibit the dspacing of 2.39 Å which correspond to 
the (111) plane of silver.

Figure 6 shows the XRD patterns obtained for silver nanoparticles synthesized by Tulsi extract. All major peaks 
can be indexed for the face centered cubic structure of silver. Minor but broad peaks at lower 2 theta values can 

betheta  assigned to the organic content of the Tulsi extract. The XRD pattern 
thus clearly shows that silver nanoparticles formed by Tulsi extract are crystal-
line in nature. The average diameter of the silver particles was calculated from 
the (111) diffraction peak using Scherrer’s formula.

The mean crystallite size for AgNPs synthesized using Tulsi extract was determined to be 16.87 nm by formula
which is comparable with the results obtained by HRTEM analysis. Figure 7 shows the FTIR analysis results 
of the AgNPs. The prominent peaks were observed at 1012, 1080, 1614, 1654 cm−1. There appeared no peaks 
in the wavenumber range 3400–3250 cm−1, that is, amide region (region omitted from the spectrum). This is 
contradictory to earlier literature reports stating that binding as well as stabilization takes place by free amide 
groups present in proteinaceous substance used for synthesis [28, 29]. In the present study, the peaks are more
characteristic of eugenols, linalools, and terpenes that are abundant in Tulsi plant extract. The peaks found 
at 1614 and 1654 cm−1 can be attributed to the C–C in alkene rings and C=C stretch of aromatic rings, re-
spectively, whereas peaks at 1012 and 1080 cm−1 can be attributed to the ether linkages. Depending on above 
observation, it can be assumed that the stabilization is achieved by the phenolic as well as aromatic compounds 
present in the extract. Antibacterial potential of silver is known for many years [28]. Tulsi extract has also been 
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much exploited, both traditionally and commercially, for their antibacterial potential which is an upshot of es-
sential oil components [30]. In our study, the AgNPs synthesized using Tulsi extract exerted a fairly significant 
antibacterial action on the tested bacteria.

This is evident by the values of diameter of zone of inhibition 
obtained during assessment of antibacterial activity (Table 1). 
Figure 8 shows the zones of inhibition of E. coli and Staph-
ylococcus aureus against AgNPs, silver nitrate, Tulsi extract 
and distilled water as control. For both the bacterial strains, 
no zone of inhibition was observed for control as well as silver 
nitrate solution. A very small but noticeable zone of inhibi-
tion was observed for Tulsi extract. This symbolizes that the 
antimicrobial potential of Tulsi extract is higher than that

of silver ions at their respective concentrations used in the study. Bioreduced silver nanoparticles showed 
considerable growth inhibition of two of the well-known pathogenic bacterial species. Zones of 11 mm and 10 
mm were observed for E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus, respectively. Coupling of inherent property of Tulsi 
extract with that of silver nanoparticles has really proved to be beneficial to minimize the dose that needs to be 
administered for total microbial reduction.

4. Conclusion
Highly monodisperse AgNPs silver nanoparticles are synthesized using leaf extract of a well-known medicinal 
herb, Tulsi. The synthesis is found to be efficient in terms of reaction time as well as stability of the synthesized 
AgNPs. This nanoparticulate solution exhibits excellent stability for six months from the date of synthesis. The 
process is truly scalable owing to lesser specificity of reaction parameters. Investigation on the antibacterial 
activity of AgNPs against E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus reveals high potential of Tulsi extract stabilized 
AgNPs to be used as antimicrobial agent in medical field as well as food and cosmetic industries.
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COVER STORYChinmaya Mission
Chinmaya Mission® was established in India in 1953 
by devotees of the world-renowned Vedanta teacher, His 
Holiness Swami Chinmayananda.  Guided by his vision, 
devotees all around the world formed the nucleus of a 
spiritual renaissance movement that now encompasses 
a wide range of spiritual, educational, and charitable ac-
tivities, ennobling the lives of thousands in India and 
across its borders. Presently, headed by His Holiness 
Swami Tejomayananda, the Mission is administered 
by Central Chinmaya Mission Trust (CCMT) in Mum-
bai, India. Under his guidance, the Mission has contin-
ued mushrooming across the globe and stands today 
with over 300 centres worldwide.

What does Chinmaya Mission teach? Chinmaya Mis-
sion follows the Vedic teacher-student tradition (gu-
ru-shishya parampara) and makes available the ageless 
wisdom of Advaita Vedanta, the knowledge of universal 
oneness, providing the tools to realize the wisdom in 
one’s life. Vedanta, the essential core of Hinduism, is 
the universal science of life, relevant to all people of 
all backgrounds and faiths. Vedanta inspires seekers to 
understand their own faith better. Thus, although Chin-
maya Mission is a Hindu organisation, it does not seek 
to convert other religious practitioners. As a spiritual 
movement that aims for inner growth at individual and 
collective levels, the mission offers a wide array of Ve-
danta study forums for all ages, promotes Indian classical art forms and operates numerous social service 
projects. To date, millions worldwide have benefitted directly or indirectly from Chinmaya Mission’s nu-

merous centres, ashrams, classes, events, services and projects.

Chinmaya Mission’s emblem comprises the lamp of knowledge with 
the hamsa bird of wisdom at its crown, both denoting the Mission’s 
spiritual and social services to the world. The purpose of the Mission’s 
Vedantic teachings is to help seekers learn ethical values and cultivate 
a discriminating power - learn the art of distinguishing the changeless, 
infinite Substratum from the changing, finite world.

The oil lamp symbolizes the ethical life needed to light the flame of 
Knowledge within. The Lord is the “Knowledge Principle” (Chaitanya) 
who is the source, the enlivener and the illuminator of all knowledge. 
Hence light is worshipped as the Lord himself. Knowledge removes ig-

norance just as light removes darkness.

A single lamp can light hundreds of others, just as a single realised master can enlighten thousands. De-
spite sharing its light to other lamps, the original lamp loses none of its brilliance. In the same way, sharing 
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knowledge will not result in the loss of that knowledge; on the contrary, upon giving knowledge, we begin to 
understand it clearer and it benefits all.

In the light of knowledge and wisdom, the faculty of discrimination stands out in clarity, represented by the 
Hamsa bird. Just as this bird has the proverbial ability to separate the substance of milk from water, a spiritual 
seeker is able to discriminate the true from the false, the good from the bad, the profound from the superficial 
and the permanent Reality from the impermanent world.

Swami Tapovan Maharaj:-

Introduction:-

He is history’s few, God’s own ascetic, a beacon of knowledge, and a Himalayan jewel — all rolled into one. 
Swami Tapovanam is a symbol of complete abidance in Truth, the light that never descended — philosophi-
cally, literally, and figuratively. He was that pristine glacier of Self-knowledge from whom flowed the Ganga 
of Vedantic wisdom through Swami Chinmayananda, the founder of Chinmaya Mission. A saint of the highest 
order, Swami Tapovanam was a consummate Vedantin, strict teacher, a compassionate mentor, a poet whose 
every thought throbbed with ecstatic awareness, and a sage of unsurpassed wisdom and tranquillity. He is one 
of those rare sages who personifies the Absolute in every sense of the word — eternal and infinite — radiant 
and resplendent, dazzling with the effulgence of a million suns. Swami Sivananda called him ‘Himavat Vibhu-
ti,’ meaning “the glory of the Himalayas”; and in the world of sages and ascetics, he is acknowledged as one of 
the four great enlightened masters of Vedanta who lived in the Himalayas during the time, along with Swami 
Vishnudevananda, Brahmaprakasa Udasina, and Devagiri Swami. That Truth, which Swami Tapovanam real-
ized and indicated in all his teachings, is beyond words, as much as he himself was. Swami Chinmayananda 
said of his Guru, “He was a God without temple, a Veda without language”

Monk Hood:-

Even as a formidable scholar, Chippu Kutty’s thirst for knowledge could not be quenched by mere intellectual 
advances. Despite the accolades earned during his years of public speaking on literature, politics, religion, and 
Vedanta, he was convinced of the unsubstantial nature of worldly existence and was consumed by the fire of 
dispassion. Thus, he had already adopted the sannyasi’s religious and serene lifestyle long before his initiation 
into the ochre robe of sannyaasa. However, since his only younger brother was still in college, he stayed on to 
fulfil his responsibilities as head of the family, while continuing his own personal spiritual practices and study. 
Finally, at the age of twenty-eight, unable to control his spiritual hunger, Chippu Kutty left home in search of 
Truth. He met priests, scholars, saints and sages, devoutly read Vedic scriptures and observed austerities. He 
studied under a great sannyaasi and requested to be initiated into monkhood. His Guru told him, “Sannyaasa 
need not be given to you. You take it yourself; you are already a true sannyaasi.” Accordingly, obeying the 
great call from within, he went to the banks of the Narmada River, performed all the necessary acts of wor-
ship, accepted sannyaasa and called himself ‘Tyagananda.’ For seven years he travelled widely, from famous 
South Indian pilgrimage centres to Kolkata, to Varanasi, Haridwar and Rishikesh. It was in Rishikesh that 
Swami Janardhana Giri of Kailash Ashram traditionally initiated him into sannyaasa with the name, Swami 
Tapovanam – “forest of austerities.” Swami Tapovanam chose to live in the then small, remote mountainous 
area of Uttarkashi in Uttarakhand. He lived in a one-room mud hut, with no belongings, no comforts, and no 
involvement whatsoever with the world. Each day, he ate one meal (a watery lentil soup and roti) and took two 
baths in the freezing Ganga. This hermitage called Tapovan Kutir, in front of the sacred River Ganga, would 
soon acquire great fame the world over for its spiritual luminescence.

Awakening:-

Born in 1886 in Mudappuallur, a medium-sized village in Kerala, to Smt. Balamba and Shri Achhutan Nair, 
Chippu Kutty, as Swami Tapovanam was known, exhibited a marked partiality for spiritual life. As a child, 
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he was fascinated and delighted by Pauranic stories manifesting the glories of God and the worship of idols 
fashioned by his own hands. His early education started with the village teacher. Too intelligent to be trained 
within the formal learning systems of his time, he sought a different education - less materialistic and more 
spiritual. Home-schooled until the age of 17, he proved himself to be a devout Vedantin, and a linguistic genius 
and litterateur par excellence, mastering poems, dramas, grammar and logic in both Malayalam and Sanskrit. 
Chippu Kutty’s first poem ‘Vibhakarom’ composed at the age of eighteen attracted the attention of literary 
scholars and received wide applause. Both his parents passed away before he turned 21. By then, he was al-
ready renowned and revered for his original poetic compositions. An introvert to the core, he loved spending 
his time immersed in books, japa, meditating on the form of Lord Shiva and spiritual reflection. He was averse 
to all worldly pleasures. Charmed by the beauty of nature, he spent much of his time in the jungles near his 
father’s house. “The starry sky lit with the bright full moon filled his mind with celestial thoughts of ineffable 
bliss,” he wrote in Iswara Darshan.

Works:-

Swami Tapovanm’s deep love for the sights and sounds of nature had brought him to the Himalayas, where he 
became renowned as a scholar of the scriptures, a sage of extraordinary spiritual experiences, and an intuitive 
poet. “As he roamed the Himalayan peaks, his pen was constantly scribbling down the beauties he discov-
ered and the thoughts passing through his sacred bosom,” wrote Swami Chinmayananda. As a jivanmukta or 
Self-realized master, he saw the supreme Lord in all expressions, within and without. He developed a new 
style of literature with his poetry on nature and philosophical travelogues. In his inspiring works - both in Ma-
layalam - of Himagiri Viharam (Wanderings in the Himalayas) and Kailasa Yatra (Pilgrimage to Kailasa) are 
seen the full flow of his blissful and soulful renderings of nature, and the profundity of his subtle observations 
and reflections. He also wrote smaller pieces in Sanskrit, such as ‘Sri Saumya Kashish Strotram’ – each an 
exquisite piece of poetry as well as a summary of Vedantic truths. However, it is his mystical autobiography, a 
garland of spiritual thoughts, Iswara Darshan (Vision of the Lord), that sages and seekers the world over have 
stamped as his masterpiece. “His Life and personality are indeed most precious and invaluable, for they form a 
lofty example of what true Vedanta and true sannyaasa have to be...Such exceptional Sannyaasins as Tapovanji 
are a glory to this land with its ancient ideals of renunciation and Cosmic Service. They are a treasure to the 
entire humanity.”-Swami Sivananda, founder-President,Divine Life Society.

Swami Chinmayanand

His Early Journey – how it all began

On 8 May 1916, a child was born as so many other children were born. Born to ordinary parents – a lawyer 
father, a home maker mother, Balan went to school like all kids do; he would later acquire a degree in English 
Literature, plunge into the Freedom Movement of India against British rule, be imprisoned, fall frightfully ill, 
be thrown out of jail for that, be rescued by a strange lady, start writing for a newspaper, make fiery speeches 
and plan even more fiery exposes and then, all too suddenly abandon all that, for none of them explained to 
him the purpose of his birth.

Clearly, Swami Chinmayananda was an unusual young man.

Work and Legacy:-

Swami Chinmayananda conducted his first Jnana Yajna (a series of spiritual discourses) in December 1951, 
at a small temple in Pune, Maharashtra. Jnana Yajna, a term he coined from Lord Krishna’s teachings in the 
Shrimad Bhagavad-gita, refers to the student who through scriptural studies performs the ritual of worship 
(yajna) at the altar of wisdom (jnana).

His teachings were based on the authority of the Vedas and his own direct experience. They were highly ap-
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preciated, and the number of devotees eager to learn from 
Swami Chinmayananda’s powerful, dynamic, yet logical, 
and witty discourses increased rapidly. An inspired band 
of devotees thus formed ‘Chinmaya Mission’ on August 8, 
1953.

Understanding the needs of the people came naturally to 
Swami Chinmayananda. For each individual – young or 
old - the knowledge solutions he had were the same, but 
he packaged them differently for each segment. These then 
grew to becoming the core anchors for growth.

Study or Swadhyaya: Built both as self-study and group 
study, Swami Chinmayananda inculcated the discipline of 
study into his devotees. As he began travelling around the 
world, devotee-followers expressed the need to have some-
thing to study until he returned the following year. They 
made notes at his lectures but needed ratification. Thus came 
by Home-Study Courses beginning with Vedanta.

In parallel, he created Study Groups to enable discussion 
and study. Swami Chinmayananda stressed on study as a 
means to assimilation, practice and internalization. He made 
it clear that this form of studying was not his idea, but born 

of Vedantic tradition. Thus came by Study Groups consisting of 10-15 members that met for 90 minutes every 
week. These form the heart of Chinmaya Mission’s activities today.

Study itself adapted according to needs, to tradition, to custom, to social mores too! Swami Chinmayananda 
considered mothers to be the real custodians of India’s spiritual culture. As he once said, “The fall of our cul-
tural standard is a true measure of the growing ignorance in the mothers of our society.” The growth of Devi 
Groups has been a great boost to women. What likely took shape as a means to give women comfort in an 
only-women setting, today is a powerhouse of study, chanting, and discussion born of reflection on the texts.

Devi Groups began as early as 1958 and are extremely popular world over. It was his desire and intention to 
empower the woman with knowledge.

Bala Vihar: Children were closest to Swami Chinmayananda’s heart. And it was this that he inculcated in 
young parents – to bring up children right. He believed that spiritual values needed to be sown at a very young 
age. With this in view, he designed a weekly gathering of children called Bala Vihar. Here children would 
come together under the guidance of a trained teacher to learn values through the stories of the scriptures.

Swami Chinmayananda trained teachers in the art of teaching values. He gave them a prescribed curriculum 
rooted in a logic that he laid down – an appreciation and adoration of culture, a fine sense of respect for life 
and a vision that generates personal discipline and inquiry. Such was his attention to detail! Such was his love 
for humankind! 

Chinmaya Yuva Kendra (CHYK): For youth of ages 13-30, this is a natural extension of Bala Vihar. Swami 
Chinmayananda prepared for every stage of a child’s evolution and growth. He believed that inspiration must 
be sustained lifelong for it to lead up to fine leadership at every level –community, state, nation or the world 
at large.
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He based the principle of the YuvaKendra on Vedanta as a science of personality development, what he went 
on to teach in his Gita Jnana Yajnas as a manual for life. Started in 1975, the CHYK movement has become a 
global movement today, urging the young to find expression via theatre, music, the arts, sports, urging them 
to discover the mystic of mountains and nature via trekking, the heritage of temples and rivers, the purpose of 
environment sensitivity and their role in the great new world.

Today the youth of 120 cities the world over work as one, seamlessly, regardless of borders and boundaries as 
the youth of the world! For about the CHYK movement, 

Vanaprastha: It was Swami Chinmayananda’s desire and intention that after man has led a fruitful, produc-
tive life, right from Bala Vihar upwards, blending study with seva, he must then step into his third age, where 
he must apply himself to society via seva and to silencing his inner mind through more study, contemplation 
and worship.

So he created this little meadow for the elderly to work and study, find purpose away from a career, and dis-
cover their true purpose. Through the Vanaprastha movement, Swami Chinmayananda sought to empower 
the elderly to discover and design purpose for their life after 60. The Mission has Pitamah Sadans as well, all 
overIndia, where the very old can choose to live and follow the vanaprastha way of living. Equally Swami 
Chinmayananda believed that vanaprastha was a state of mind and one’s own residence could be re-worked to 
become the silent forests for study and contemplation.

Teaching to Teach – the spread of Knowledge: Swami Chinmayananda was the finest leader. He wished to 
build an institution, not an institute. An institution grows with the people, adapts with time, but stays true to 
its vision. An institute often loses its purpose with the departure of the leader.

The Chinmaya Mission was thus designed as a perennial fountain of wisdom and knowledge that would adapt 
its course with time - like the Ganga, yet never lose its purity – also like the Ganga! Swami Chinmayananda 
was aware that the teachings and tenets of Advaita have to stay ever fresh and lit for all times to come. And 
that would need a lamplighter in every place, in every time. And thus began the Sandeepany system – where 
he groomed acharyas (teachers).

The Sandeepany Sadhanalaya is Chinmaya Mission’s gurukul for Vedanata studies. Swami Chinmayananda 
began intensive courses in Vedanta for those who wished to commit their lives to teaching and spreading the 
knowledge of Advaita. The students assume brahmacharya for the two-year course and are accordingly also 
called brahmacharis. Living by the disciplines of the gurukula, they learn Vedanta from revered and erudite 
teachers of the Mission and lit thus with knowledge they carry it out into the world to serve at other Mission 
centers where they teach the texts, facilitate study groups, motivate youth, perform worship and guide the 
devotees.

Till date Chinmaya Mission has sent out more than 500 trained teachers of Vedanta and it is this wealth that 
continues the flow of learning and teaching and knowing in a consistent manner.

In his 42 years of relentless service, Swami Chinmayananda left an indelible mark in the hearts and minds 
of people, and his footprints in the multifarious service projects he inspired in the Mission. He created a vast 
legacy - a global organization committed to Vedanta; Chinmaya Vidyalayas - schools based on his value-ed-
ucation platform; a teaching community committed to value-education; a huge network of Bala Vihars and 
Yuva Kendras; Study Groups that dot the country; rural development projects specifically CORD www.cord.
org.in and Vedanta Institutes – the Sandeepanys.
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For Vedanta to constantly nourish the people, the great texts on the fundamental philosophy of living needed 
to be continuously researched, and validation of the Knowledge presented to the people contextual to their 
time. This necessarily meant a deep-rooted investment in research and scholastic effort in philosophy. Swami 
Chinmayananda knew these could be had only through a concerted bridging of East and West and an open 
door for the public to dialogue and debate with the Pundit.

Thus, he set up a Research Foundation – Chinmaya International Foundation - that would commit itself to 
keeping alive the knowledge traditions of India through workshops, lectures, conferences and thereby revive 
the depleting community of scholars and alongside develop a robust passion for Sanskrit – both as a language 
and as the edifice on which stood India. CIF, as it is known today, is a center of excellence in Sanskrit and 
Research. See www.chinfo.org

In and through each of these, Swami Chinmayananda enlivens the Mission and the mission of love and knowl-
edge that he began in 1951.  From pulpits and platforms throughout India and around the world, he taught the 
tens of thousands who came to listen and learn. By the time he left his physical form and attained Mahasa-
madhi on August 3, 1993, Swami Chinmayananda had conducted 576 Jnana Yajnas as well as countless family 
spiritual camps, traversing hundreds of thousands of miles, criss-crossing the globe, and transforming millions 
of lives directly and indirectly. This powerhouse of learning is one of the prime movers of the Mission today

Bal Vihar:-

“All the activities in a Bala Vihar class or camp are specially designed for children. The primary aim is to teach 
children to look at life as a game. Further, they must understand that even though life is viewed as a sport, 
every sport has rules, and discipline is important; just because it’s a game, it does not mean we can skip the 
rules.”  - Swami Tejomayananda

Bala Vihar is a weekly gathering of children, between the ages of five to fifteen years that takes place in Chin-
maya Mission Centres or in private homes, under the supervision of trained teachers. The aim of Bala Vihar 
is to help children bloom, grow, and inculcate values through fun-filled activities. Bala Vihar enhances the 
overall development of the personality of a child at all levels — physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual.

Chinmay Yuva Kendra:-

Chinmaya Yuva Kendra (CHYK) is a global youth wing of Chinmaya Mission. It aims to empower youth with 
the vision, values and dynamism for success in all fields. CHYK conducts weekly classes where young people 
are made aware of their potential through the study of scriptures. CHYK also organises and executes cultural, 
social and spiritual programmes.

Chinmaya Study Group and Devi Group:-

Chinmaya Study group involves five to fifteen people who meet at a mutually agreed time, place and day for 
about ninety minutes each week. The group studies and discusses scriptural texts according to a prescribed syl-
labus that offers the seeker a systematic exposure to Vedanta. Devi Groups are exclusively for women. These 
groups meet for scriptural study, devotional singing and a variety of cultural and social activities.

Jnana Yajnas

Jnana Yajnas are five to seven days series of public discourses on a Vedantic scripture given by an Acharya 
of the Chinmaya Mission. Jnana Yajnas are regularly organised by all Chinmaya Mission centres. Spiritual 
Camps are week-long retreats organised by Chinmaya Mission in various ashrams and other locations all over 
the world.
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Chinmaya Swaranjali

Chinmaya Swaranjali is the musical wing of 
Chinmaya Mission. Chinmaya Swaranjali is 
a movement dedicated to exploring the mys-
tical world of Indian classical and devotinal 
music and discovering its hidden joy of infin-
itude. A typical swaranjali group performs in 
various areas including recitals of devotion-
al music, audio-video multimedia concerts, 
workshops, classical orchestras, etc

The Central Chinmaya Vanaprastha 
Sansthan

The Central Chinmaya Vanaprastha Sans-
than (CCVS) is the senior citizens wing of 
Chinmaya Mission uniting people over sixty 
years of age. CCVS encourages senior citi-
zens to pursue the final spiritual goal of life 
and shows them the means to achieve it. It 
assists and trains householders and near-re-
tirees (vanaprasthis) to make a smoother and 
easier transition from life in grihasta ashram 
to life in vanaprastha ashram.

This is Chinmaya Mission’s newest creative 
device to ‘catch them young’; a forum for 
anyone aged below 4 years. Shishu Vihar is 
an assemblage of infants, toddlers and young 
and new mothers for early introduction to spiritual education. Indian tradition being familiar with the sig-
nificance of sowing ethical seeds early, even as early as the pre-natal stage – Shishu Vihar strives to provide 
opportunities for this, thereby enabling spiritual development through cultural education.

At Chinmaya Mission, children are introduced to spiritual culture through Bala Vihar. The next leg is an ex-
ceptionally large wing of the Mission – Chinmaya Yuva Kendra, which is dedicated to harnessing the vibrant 
and dynamic potential of youthful energy. A Yuva Kendra member is typically 16 to 28 years of age. Swami 
Tejomayananda observed the need for a group of young adults that serve as a bridge between the Yuva Kendra 
and mature age devotees of Chinmaya Mission.

Chinmay mission runs schools, colleges, institutions and many other activities with the sole intension to uplift 
the human life in all forms and create a proactive positive environament to live in togeather.
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SPECIAL REPORT

ASHARAM: : VICTIM OF DEEP CONSPIRACY 
HATCHED BY  GOVT, BIG POLITICIAL GAINTS 

OR MEDIA

By definition, the word “conspiracy” refers to 
an agreement between two or more people to 
commit a crime, fraud or other wrongful act.  A 
conspiracy  is an attempt to  a  major political, 
social, historical, or cultural event who’s details 
seem to be hidden from the knowledge of the 
public.  They involve secret and corrupt plan-
ning by an organization or a group of people.  

This seems to be proving true in the case of 
Asharam.  

Have a look at few TURNING POINTS:--

1. In surat case the women wants to change statement, she comes to media and says that she was 
forced to frame asharam.

2. Variation of DOB (Date of Birth) in LIC Document and Last passed school record of  girl’s shah-
jahapur , point out fraudulent behavior.

3. Jodhpur police confirms there are no rape charges against Asharam

4. Medical report of the girl confirms she is not sexually assaulted or raped.

Asharam surrendered himself before the jodhpur police a year back, when there was a massive roar in the 
Indian corrupt media about he allegedly involved in an sexual exploitation case of a minor.

It is important to note that several new fabricated cases were filed against him within a months time only 
to make sure that he is not released on bail and the Gujarat Govt took a foolish step of re-opening a 10 year 
old fraud case against Asharam. 

The peaceful protesters of Asharam were brutally manhandled by the police authorities which was noting 
but a proof that police is being controlled like a dog by its masters : politicians to grind their axe of political 
upliftment.
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The Indian news channels and print media launched a furious campaing , defaming Asharam and cracked 
many voulger jokes about a great saint who wiped the tears of millions. The proof of this was given when 
lakhs of asharam devotees gathered on railway stations and railway track from were ashram was taken to delhi 
for medical check up.

This is happening for the first time in the history of Indian democracy that a popular public figure is being not 
granted bail inspite of the fact that not a single allegation has been proved right in the court since last more 
than a year.

The question is: “ Is Asharam the victim of GREAT FRUSTRATION of Indian judiciary or a victim of con-
spiracy? “

Because in this case right from the beginning there seems to be no substance and it was the opinion of 
many Law specialists that Asharam must have been given bail a long time back. But it is the irroney of 
democracy that a person who served his life for the upliftment of poor, cobbler, sweepers, and tribals was 
falsely fabricated in a frud case and court rather than first making an inquiry about the geniunity of the 
case issues the orders of arrest.

SO IS ASHARAM THE VICTIM OF MEDIA, POLITICAL, AND JUDICERY CONSPIRACY. 
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PROUD TO BE 
HINDU

Inventions and Discoveries by Great Indians 

1. India invented the Number system. Pingalacharya invented ‘zero.’ in 200 BC.

2. Indians discovered the size, shape, rotation and gravity of earth about 1000 years before Kel-
vin,Galileo,Newton and Copper Nicus. Aryabhatta I was the first to explain spherical shape,size 
,diameter,rotaion and correct speed of Earth in 499 AD.

3. Newton’s law of Gravitational force is an ancient Indian discovery. In Siddhanta Siromani ( Bhu-
vanakosam 6 ) Bhaskaracharya II described about gravity of earth about 400 years before Sir 
Isaac Newton

4. Bhaskaracharya II discovered Differential calculus.

5. Theory of Continued Fraction was discovered by Bhaskaracharya II.

6. The place value system, the decimal system was developed in India in 100 BC.

7. Indians discovered Arithmetic and Geometric progression. Arithmetic progression is explained in 
Yajurveda.

8. Govindaswamin discovered Newton Gauss Interpolation formula about 1800 years before New-
ton.

9. Vateswaracharya discovered Newton Gauss Backward Interpolation formula about 1000 years 
before Newton.

10. Madhavacharya discovered Taylor series of Sine and Cosine function about 250 years before 
Taylor.

11. Madhavacharya discovered Newton Power series.

12. Madhavacharya discovered Gregory Leibnitz series for the Inverse Tangent about 280 years 
before Gregory.

13. Madhavacharya discovered Leibnitz power series for pi about 300 years before Leibnitz.

14. Parameswaracharya discovered Lhuiler’s formula about 400 years before Lhuiler.

15. Nilakanta discovered Newton’s Infinite Geometric Progression convergent series.

16. Theorems relating the diameter,volume and circumference of circles discovered by Madhavacha-
rya, Puthumana Somayaji, Aryabhatta, Bhaskaracharya…….

17. The value of pi was first calculated by Aryabhatta I in 499 AD,ie more than 1350 years before 
Lindemann

18. Boudhayana discovered Pythagorus Theorem in 800BC. ie 300 years before Pythagorus.
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19. Algebra, trigonometry and calculus came from India. Quadratic equations were by Sridharacharya 
in the 11th Century.

20. While the Greeks were using only upto a maximum value 1000, Indians could go upto 18th power of 
10 level during Vedic period.

21. Infinity was well known for ancient Indians. Bhaskaracharya II in Beejaganitha

22. (stanza-20) has given clear explanation with examples for infinity

23. Positive and Negative numbers and their calculations were explained first by Brahmagupta in his 
book Brahmasputa Siddhanta.

24. Sterling formula was discovered by Brahmagupta about 1000 years before Sterling.

25. Demovier’s theorem of positive integral was discovered by Brahmagupta in 628 A.D, i.e around 
1000 years before Demovier.

26. Puthumana Somayaji discovered Demovier’s infinite series in 1140 AD,i.e more than 200 years 
before Demovier.

27. Maharshi Sushruta is the father of surgery. 2600 years ago he and health scientists of his time con-
ducted surgeries like cesareans, cataract, fractures and urinary stones. Usage of anesthesia was well 
known in ancient India. He was the first person to perform plastic surgery.

28. When many cultures in the world were only nomadic forest dwellers over 5000 years ago, Indians 
established Harappan culture in Sindhu Valley (Indus Valley Civilization).

29. The world’s first University was established in Takshila in 700BC. More than 10,500 students from 
all over the world studied more than 60 subjects. The University of Nalanda built in the 4th century 
BC was one of the greatest achievements of ancient India in the field of education.

30. According to the Forbes magazine, Sanskrit is the most suitable language for computer software.

31. Ayurveda is the earliest school of medicine known to humans.

32. Although western media portray modern images of India as poverty stricken and underdeveloped 
through political corruption, India was once the richest empire on earth.

33. According to the Gemmological Institute of America, until 1896, India was the only source of dia-
monds to the world.

34. USA based IEEE has proved what has been a century-old suspicion amongst academics that the pio-
neer of wireless communication was Professor Jagdeesh Bose and not Marconi.

35. The earliest reservoir and dam for irrigation was built in Saurashtra.

36. Chess was invented in India.

37. The first philosopher who formulated ideas about the atom in a systematic manner was Kanada who 
lived in the 6th century B.C.

38. All the atomic reactors in the world are in Shiva Linga Shape which is an Indian contribution.

PROUD TO BE HINDU
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39. Padanjali maharshi discovered Sound waves.

40. Yoga is an ancient Indian gift to the world.

41. Shayanacharya discovered velocity of light.

42. Maharshi Bharadwaja discovered different types of light rays.

43. Maharshi Bharadwaja was the first person to give definition about aeroplane. He explained about 
different types aeroplanes in his book “Vimana Thantra” about 2000 years before Right Brothers.

44. Maharshi Bharadwaja discovered spectrometer. In his “Yantra Sarvaswa” he explained about more 
than 100 instruments.

45. The different colours of light, VIBGYOR are mentioned in Rigveda which was written more than 
6000 years ago.

46. Maharshi Charaka discovered Psychology and Quantum healing system.

47. Varahamihira discovered the concept of “Budding of plants”.

48. Varahamihira discovered Comets in 505 AD, i.e more than 1100 years before Haley.

49. Gouthama Maharshi discovered the wave nature of sound about 1400 years before Hyghen.

50. Seven continents are mentioned in Padmapurana.
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THE GREAT INDIAN 
IRONY!

JUDGE: NO BAIL TO ASHARAM

LAWYER: U R HONOR, KINDLY TELL THE REASON, THE GIRL IS NOT MINOR-PROVED,, 
SHE HAS NOT BEEN RAPED OR SEXUALLY ASSULTED-PROVED,,,NO BLACK MAGIC IN ASH-
RAM—PROVED? THEN WHY NO BAIL?

JUDGE:HAD POLICE FOUND AK-47 FROM HIS ASHRAM WE COULD HAVE LEFT HIM ON 
PAY-ROLL,,,HAD HE BEEN A CRIMINAL LIKE JAYALALITA WE COULD HAVE GIVEN HIM 
BAIL,,,,,FORGET ALL THESE SMALL CRIMINALS,,HAD HE KILLED PEOPLE LIKE KASAB DID 
WE COULD HAVE FEEDED HIM BIRYANI FOR 12 YEARS,,,BUT HE IS CLEAN MAN AND WE 
CAN NOT TOLERATE HIM GIVING FOOD AND CLOTHS TO POOR EVERYDAY,,,

 << -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  >>

Once the ROBBER - GABBAR SINGH entered the house of a judge .

GABBAR SINGH : JUDGE SAHAB ! Give me everything else , whatever wealth you have in home. 
Otherwise ,,,

JUDGE: I’ve Nothing, GABBAR Ji

GABBAR SINGH :   One Secret Company inform us that you granted BAIL to great betrayals of the 
Country  Like SANJAY DUTT,,, JAYALALITA ,,, SALMAN KHAN ,,, LALU YADAV ,,, AND earned 
CRORES of RUPEES ,,, Give All ...

 << ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>

MASTER JI : What is FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION ? Explain

CHINTU :  When MEDIA , MUSLIM & CHRISTIANS together deny the HINDU religion deity’s and 
Customs; It called  FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION.

MASTER JI : What is CONTEMPT OF LAW ? Explain

CHINTU :  When HINDU  retort the QUESTION of any MUSLIM , CHRISTIANS or MEDIA, It  
Called CONTEMPT OF LAW
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Ayur Plant
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Surprising Health Benefits and Medicinal Uses 
of Holy Basil (Tulsi)

The Tulsi or Holy Basil is an important symbol in the Hindu religious tradition and is worshiped in the 
morning and evening by Hindus at large. The holy basil is also a herbal remedy for a lot of common 
ailments. Here’re top fifteen medicinal uses of tulsi.

1. Healing Power: The tulsi plant has many medicinal properties. The leaves are a nerve tonic and 
also sharpen memory. They promote the removal of the catarrhal matter and phlegm from the 
bronchial tube.

2. Fever & Common Cold: The leaves of basil are specific for many fevers. During the rainy sea-
son, when malaria and dengue fever are widely prevalent, tender leaves, boiled with tea, act as 
preventive against these diseases. In case of acute fevers, a decoction of the leaves boiled with 
powdered cardamom in half a liter of water and mixed with sugar and milk brings down the tem-
perature. The juice of tulsi leaves can be used to bring down fever. Extract of tulsi leaves in fresh 
water should be given every 2 to 3 hours. In between one can keep giving sips of cold water. In 
children, it is every effective in bringing down the temperature.

3. Coughs: Tulsi is an important constituent of many Ayurvedic cough syrups and expectorants. 



It helps to mobilize mucus in bronchitis and asthma. Chewing tulsi leaves relieves cold and flu.

4. Sore Throat: Water boiled with basil leaves can be taken as drink in case of sore throat. This water 
can also be used as a gargle.

5. Respiratory Disorder: The herb is useful in the treatment of respiratory system disorder. A decoc-
tion of the leaves, with honey and ginger is an effective remedy for bronchitis, asthma, influenza, 
cough and cold. A decoction of the leaves, cloves and common salt also gives immediate relief in 
case of influenza. They should be boiled in half a liter of water till only half the water is left and 
add then taken.

6. Kidney Stone: Basil has strengthening effect on the kidney. In case of renal stone the juice of basil 
leaves and honey, if taken regularly for 6 months it will expel them via the urinary tract.

7. Heart Disorder: Basil has a beneficial effect in cardiac disease and the weakness resulting from 
them. It reduces the level of blood cholesterol.

8. Children’s Ailments: Common pediatric problems like cough cold, fever, diarrhea and vomiting 
respond favorably to the juice of basil leaves. If pustules of chicken pox delay their appearance, 
basil leaves taken with saffron will hasten them.

9. Stress: Basil leaves are regarded as an ‘adaptogen’ or anti-stress agent. Recent studies have shown 
that the leaves afford significant protection against stress. Even healthy persons can chew 12 
leaves of basil, twice a day, to prevent stress. It purifies blood and helps prevent several common 
elements.

10. Mouth Infections: The leaves are quite effective for the ulcer and infections in the mouth. A few 
leaves chewed will cure these conditions.

11. Insect Bites: The herb is a prophylactic or preventive and curative for insect stings or bites. A tea-
spoonful of the juice of the leaves is taken and is repeated after a few hours. Fresh juice must also 
be applied to the affected parts. A paste of fresh roots is also effective in case of bites of insects 
and leeches.

12. Skin Disorders: Applied locally, basil juice is beneficial in the treatment of ringworm and other 
skin diseases. It has also been tried successfully by some naturopaths in the treatment of leucoder-
ma.

13. Teeth Disorder: The herb is useful in teeth disorders. Its leaves, dried in the sun and powdered, 
can be used for brushing teeth. It can also be mixed with mustered oil to make a paste and used 
as toothpaste. This is very good for maintaining dental health, counteracting bad breath and for 
massaging the gums. It is also useful in pyorrhea and other teeth disorders.

14. Headaches: Basil makes a good medicine for headache. A decoction of the leaves can be given for 
this disorder. Pounded leaves mixed with sandalwood paste can also be applied on the forehead for 
getting relief from heat, headache, and for providing coolness in general.

15. Eye Disorders: Basil juice is an effective remedy for sore eyes and night-blindness, which is 
generally caused by deficiency of vitamin A. Two drops of black basil juice are put into the eyes 
daily at bedtime.
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